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“CORE PROGRAMMING” 

PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK THAT IS SPECIFICALLY DESIGNED TO 
SERVE THE EARLY EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER 

[AGE TARGET 2-5] 

October 4, 2014 – December 27, 2014 
 

Airdate: 10/04/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

COMET’S GIFT [EATB112DH] 
The Astroblast crew is decorating for their winter party and giving gifts. Comet has made the perfect gift for 

Radar, a parachute for his favorite action figure, Billy Starrider. Comet shows Haley the gift and she 

suggests he test it to make sure it works. After testing the parachute, Comet decides he wants to keep it. 

When he tells Sputnik, she tells him that gifts are meant to be given. During the party friends exchange gifts 

and Comet hides to avoid Radar. After the party, Comet overhears Radar who is upset that he wasn’t able to 

give Comet his present. Radar and Comet exchange gifts and find out that they both made parachutes for the 

other’s action figure. 

[Educational Message: It feels just as good to give presents as it does to receive them.] 
 

A STAR IS BORN [EATB112DH] 
The Astroblast crew is putting on a play: ―The 3 Little Piffins,‖ and Comet, who is used to being the lead, is 

upset when he has only one line. During rehearsals, Comet is disruptive to Haley and the rest of the cast 

even though Sal tells him how important it is that they respect and support each other. During their last 

rehearsal, Haley becomes frustrated that she’s not good enough and suggests she and Comet switch parts. 

Comet steps in for Haley but before the play he sees Haley’s family in the audience and decides that they 

should reverse their roles. Haley tells Comet that he deserves the lead because during rehearsals she didn’t 

do well, and Comet admits that it’s because he was always butting in on purpose. He apologizes for not 

being supportive and respectful. 

[Educational Message: If you resent the task you’ve been given to perform you need to work on your 

disappointment instead of making things hard for everyone else in the group.   

 

Airdate: 10/04/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CAPTAIN CHICA REDCOMB [ETCS101DH] 

Billy comes to the shop for a pirate’s hat.  Chica then pretends to be a pirate with one of the Coop’s costume 

hats.  Though she is reminded frequently to put the pirate hat where it belongs Chica misplaces it and when 

Billy returns to get five more hats, Kelly finds she is missing one hat from the order.  After the store closes 

Chica and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure to an island where they meet pirate Captain Stitches.  Kelly 

reminds them that they wouldn’t have to go through so much trouble to find things if they put them where 

they belong, but if they can’t find it they should retrace their steps. Chica finally remembers she dropped the 

hat next to Bunji’s cage.  As they close the store, Kelly packs the hat to take to Billy’s birthday party. 

[Educational Message:  You should always put things back where they belong so they do not get lost.  

If not, you will have to retrace your steps to remember where you left it.]  
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THE AMAZING CHICADINI [ETCS101DH]  

Chica shows talent for becoming a magician, but she gets so nervous and frightened during rehearsals for 

her magic show that she cannot perform at all.  When the store closes, Chica and Kelly create a magic show 

right in the store. Chica performs her first trick well, but her second trick (turning Bunji into a daffodil) 

doesn’t work.  So they move on to Chica’s magic trick to make Stitches disappear and it is a failure too.  

Kelly tells her to just have confidence and believe in herself.  Chica tries again and Stitches disappears, and 

she makes him reappear.  The audience is very pleased.   

[Educational Message:  It takes practice and belief in yourself to overcome being nervous.]   

 
Airdate: 10/04/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

WINGING IT [ETFT108DH] 

Squirmtum feels left out because he cannot fly so his friends set out to help him.  But their attempts and the 

inventions of Zigzoo are not successful; in fact, they lead to danger.  Eventually magic combined with their 

efforts save him from disaster, but in the process Zigzoo gets trapped in a ball of rolling jelly.   Squirmtum’s 

ability to roll ends up saving Zigzoo where the other friends’ flying cannot.  The friends think rolling is 

awesome and realize that Squirmtum had felt left out at times when they are all flying.  They apologize for 

making him feel left out and enjoy thinking of all the new games they can play involving Squirmtum’s fast-

paced rolling. 

[Educational Message:  When you feel left out you should be confident and honest enough to let your 

friends know you feel.  True friends should reciprocate by recognizing your strengths and including 

you in group activities.] 

 

Airdate: 10/04/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

WELCOME TO LAZYTOWN [ELZT101H] 

Uncle Milford is speaking with Ms. Busybody about his niece Stephanie coming to Lazy Town.  Robbie 

Rotten spies from his lair and shares his vision of keeping Lazy Town the laziest town there is.  When 

Stephanie arrives, she doesn’t want to just play video games in the house, she wants to meet other children 

and play outside.  She meets Ziggy, Pixel, Trixie, and Stingy and convinces them to come outside, where 

they begin to have fun playing together.  However, Robbie Rotten tricks the children to distract them from 

active play.  Stephanie is upset and speaks with her Uncle Milford, who wants to help and suggests she 

contact a super hero.  Sportacus receives her letter and arrives in Lazy Town, where his crystal caper allows 

him to sense problems and he can save the children when they need it.  Robbie Rotten sets a trap for 

Sportacus, but Ms. Busybody falls prey instead, and Sportacus, Stephanie, and Uncle Milford end up saving 

her.  Stephanie asks Sportacus to stay in Lazy Town and he agrees. 

[Educational Message: We need to develop good eating habits and have an active lifestyle.] 
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Airdate: 10/04/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

LOST STUFF [EPCT118H]  
Zuzu is very excited to give a gift to Poppy, but when she opens it they realize it has fallen out of a hole at 

the bottom. Zuzu doesn’t want to tell anyone what the present is because it was supposed to be a surprise. 

They wonder where all the stuff that goes missing really ends up so they take an adventure to visit the planet 

of lost stuff. Egbert arrives and meddles in their plans causing the rocket ship to break just before landing on 

the planet of lost stuff. Zuzu finds the missing gift, an inflatable rocket ship, and they use it to get back 

home. 

[Educational Message: You should always take care of your toys so that you don’t lose them.] 

 

WORLD RECORD [EPCT118H] 

Poppy decides to set a world record and get her picture in ―Flying Weekly‖ magazine for flying around the 

world. Everyone helps and gathers supplies for their adventure in the hot air balloon. When they start to lose 

speed, Gilda stops by and suggests they remove some supplies from the balloon to lighten the load. They 

work together to help Poppy navigate just as Egbert attempts to beat them to the finish line. All their hard 

work pays off and they accomplish the goal by setting the world record.  

[Educational Message: Great teamwork is the best solution to accomplishing a big goal.] 

  

 

Airdate: 10/04/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

THE BABYSITTERS HERE-BABYSITTERS [ENAD107DH] 

Marissa and her husband are going out and need a fun game for the children to play while they are home 

with the babysitter. Since the children all love basketball, Sean brainstorms about basketball themed crafts.  

Sean and Noodle use pastry puff, cream cheese and apricots to make basketball themed Apricot Slam 

Dunkers.  When the boys get on the bus they bring wipe dispensers for the craft.  Sean teaches them how to 

make mini-basketball hoop games using cereal boxes, cleaning wipe lids and the leftover apricot bags from 

their snack. 

[Educational Message: You can find lots of fun things to do with the babysitter when your parents are 

away.] 

 

TRAINS-CONSTRUCTION WORKERS [ENAD107DH] 

Sophie, Kristin and Ryan want to make a train to play with while they are at the train station. They 

brainstorm to make a lunchbox train and a special snack shaped like passengers.  In the kitchen, Noodle and 

Sean make passengers out of baked vegetable mash to put in the train.  For the craft, the kids work with 

Sean to make the train out of items from their empty food boxes and a recycled paper towel rolls and lids.  

The children return to the train station to watch the trains go by and enjoy their snacks. 

[Educational Message: You can get creative and construct your own toy train with recycled items 

from your lunchbox.] 
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Airdate: 10/11/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

LOST AND FOUND [EATB102DH] 
Comet is trying to beat the high score in a pinball game while Haley continuously interrupts him to help 

look for things she’s lost. Comet becomes upset when he loses his game and Haley loses the keycard to let 

customers in the shop. Comet offers to use his keycard and scolds Haley. After returning to his game, 

Comet discovers he has lost his keycard! Comet searches for his keycard while trying to hide the loss from 

Haley. But she ends up helping him search for it. While searching, they encounter Sal, who tells Comet that 

Haley actually assists him in finding lost things because he’s disorganized.  He mentions that Haley is good 

at her job because she doesn't get annoyed with people and understands that everybody loses stuff. Comet 

apologizes for scolding Haley. Sal finds Haley’s keycard under the couch cushions, and Haley finds 

Comet’s keycard in the front door! 

[Educational Message: Even though we should all take care of our things and be responsible, things 

can get lost if you are busy or preoccupied.  Instead of getting angry, be helpful because one day you 

will lose something and need help finding it too.   

 

TWICE THE TALENT [EATB102DH] 
The Astroblast crew decides to hold a talent competition. Haley, Jet, Radar, and Sal all have talents to 

perform but Sputnik and Comet can’t think of anything, so they decide to perform together. After trying 

various talents (dancing, painting, etc.) they decide their styles are way too different to perform together. 

Comet is big, exciting, and messy, while Sputnik is neat, simple, and refined. Sal tells them that working 

together doesn’t mean you have to do the exact same thing. Comet and Sputnik decide to combine their 

talents (Sputnik reads a story, Comet acts it out) and they win first prize 

[Educational Message:  We all have different talents so work together to best use each person’s talents 

and overcome differences.] 

 

Airdate: 10/11/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA ROCKS [ETCS102DH] 

A customer comes into the store because she is practicing for a rock and roll talent show and wants the 

blond and hot pink wig that Chica is wearing.  Chica wants to play an instrument too but she is frustrated 

because it takes practice just to learn the beat.  During the fantasy segment, Chica and Kelly are on a concert 

stage with Stitches.  Bunji the band manager offers to help them if they practice.  Together they work on 

their piano, guitar and percussion skills until their performance is really great.  Upon their return Chica 

immediately gets to practice and seems to have mastered the beat. 

[Educational Message:  In order to get better at something or to develop your talent, you must take 

the time to practice.] 
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CHICA TWINKLE TOES [ETCS102DH] 

Sandra comes into the store for a tutu that she can wear for her ballet recital. A beautiful tutu emerges from 

the dress up rack when Chica pushed it out where Sandra could see it.  After seeing Sandra demonstrate a 

pirouette, Chica wants to be a ballerina. She tries to skip the preparation and go straight to a pirouette but 

discovers you have to practice to be proficient.  When Kelly and Chica go on their fantasy adventure, Bunji 

becomes the dance instructor and Chica practices the pirouette but it turns out to be the ―wing and spin,‖ a 

new ballet movement.  Back at the Coop, Kelly and Chica continue to practice their moves.   

[Educational Message:  When you want to learn something new, start with the basics and keep 

practicing in order to improve.] 

 

Airdate: 10/11/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

ZIG ZOO’S ROBOTS [ETFT109DH] 

Twigs and Tom destroy Ariela’s windmill during an over-zealous leaf-boarding session, and another 

location, Squirmtum’s sap detectors are broken.  They ask Zigzoo to help with the repairs and in an effort to 

please everybody, Zigzoo tries to rush and do them both.  Unsuccessful, Zigzoo invents a robot version of 

himself so he can make everybody happy and this course of action causes endless problems.  Treetog 

advises Zigzoo to slow down his restless pace, because when a person tries to do too much too fast, that 

person cannot do anything well.  The friends use magic to get everything under control, and Zigzoo 

immediately apologizes for causing such havoc.  Everyone reminds him they are just grateful for a friend 

who is always willing to help out. 

[Educational Message:  You should think about how well you do your work, not just about how much 

you can get done.  When you try to do too much too fast, you can’t do anything well.] 

 

Airdate: 10/11/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

DR. ROTTENSTEIN [ELZT102DH] 

Sportacus tells the kids he gets his strength from ―sports candy‖ (i.e. vegetables).  The kids are working in 

the vegetable garden, growing their own ―sports candy,‖ when Robbie Rotten decides he must stop this 

―vegetable junk‖ before everyone is running and jumping and being healthy.  He disguises himself as Dr. 

Rottenstein and creates a new disease – spotty vegititis – to trick everyone into not eating vegetables, not 

getting fresh air, and staying inside and eating junk food – all while banning Sportacus from Lazy Town.  

Sportacus sends the kids notes, and Robbie Rotten breaks into Sportacus’ aircraft to try and prevent 

Sportacus from sharing his healthy habits.  Ziggy has to revive everyone with carrots in order to help save 

Sportacus and his aircraft/home.  Ultimately Robbie Rotten is exposed as the conniving doctor and Ziggy 

develops a love for vegetables that gives him the strength and energy to help out and make a difference. 

[Educational Message: Candy doesn’t really give you energy, but vegetables give you energy that 

lasts.] 
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Airdate: 10/11/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

FORGOTTEN CIRCUS [EPCT124H] 

Poppy and friends find an ad for the circus and decide to take an adventure to see it since Mo has never 

been. When they arrive they find that the circus acts have picked up and moved away. When a bear arrives 

for the show too, Poppy and Owl reinvent it and along with Zuzu and Alma offer an exciting show for Mo 

and Ellie, neither of whom had ever seen a circus. Everyone has a great time. 

[Educational Message: When things don’t go as expected, a little creativity can be used to make things 

work out alright and everyone can have some fun. 

CLOUD SONG [EPCT124H] 

Alma is entertaining her friends when she is interrupted mid-song by Egbert.  Alma forgets what she was 

singing and when her friends try to help her, it confuses her even more.  Poppy suggests they go on an 

adventure to find the tune in the Castle of Songs.  Egbert arrives before they do and he takes them down a 

stairway so scary, he abandons them.  Fortunately Gilda is in the basement of the castle with a music 

machine.  She also gives them directions to the Room of Songs which is filled with music boxes containing 

songs.  Alma founds her Song of Clouds there and finishes her ―recital.‖   

[Educational Message:  When you work with your friends to solve a problem, you are very likely to ac

hieve your goal and have fun in the process.] 
 

Airdate: 10/11/2014 

Time: 12:30PM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

ZOORIFFIC- GIRAFFES [ENAD108DH] 

The kids had a visit to the zoo and they want to make something to remember their favorite animals. Noodle 

and Sean get cooking on Cheesy Beany Tostadas shaped like animals from the zoo.  Sean’s new friends find 

some yellow hats for the giraffe hat craft and Noodle recycles items from the snack to use as well.  Sean and 

the kids use glue, parchment paper and cloth to make hats that look like giraffes, which they take back home 

and enjoy with their delicious tostadas. 

[Educational Message: The zoo is a great place to learn about new animals.] 

 

MOM’S NEW JOB-BABYSITTERS [ENAD108DH] 

Tessa and Evelyn are excited because their mom is going to start working at home.  Sean brainstorms ideas 

a special gift and meal to give to their mom in her new home office.  Sean shows them how to make Laptop 

Quesadillas with a cheese keyboard.  Evelyn and Tessa help by looking for extra pens and pencils for the 

pencil holder craft.  The girls make the pencil holders using craft sticks; paint and construction paper and 

the recycled bean jar from the quesadillas.  They surprise their mom with the craft and special meal. 

[Educational Message: When you get creative, you can make great gifts to show your mom how 

special she is.] 
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Airdate: 10/18/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

TAKE OFF [EATB103DH] 

Comet is excited to win the Annual Zizmort Funfest Pajama Obstacle Course Countdown, but his space pod 

breaks down. Comet searches frantically for another way to get to there, while Sal fixes his space pod, but is 

unsuccessful. To make him feel better, the Astroblast crew comes together and creates an obstacle course in 

the Space Station so Comet can play the game on his own. 

 

GLIPPI’S VISIT [EATB103DH] 

Sputnik’s video pen pal Glippi is visiting the Space Station. Sputnik is nervous because she wants Glippi to 

have the perfect day so she’ll want to come back. Sputnik assumes that since she is her friend, Glippi will 

like the same things she does. Sputnik and Comet fight over what she would like to do, but when Glippi 

comes, she doesn’t enjoy either one. Glippi disappears and they find her playing with Haley, who is the only 

person who asked Glippi what she wanted to do. Sputnik and Comet apologize, and they all play together. 

[Educational Message: To have fun, friends have to figure out what both friends will enjoy doing and 

not assume what one friend plans will be enjoyed by another.] 

 

Airdate: 10/18/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

COWGIRLS AND COWCHICKEN [ETCS103DH] 

Chica is having a cowgirl day.  She found a herd of dogs and wants one to come into the store, but her 

mother tells her NO it’s a rule. When Chica lassos one person too many she finds out that it’s also a rule to 

not use a lasso inside.  She becomes frustrated because of all the rules. On their fantasy adventure, they go 

to a ranch where Chica is the boss and suspends all the rules.  Soon there are lots of problems; Stitch and 

Bunji fall off a fence they’ve climbed, and the noise Chica and friends make sends horses bolting from the 

barn.  When they return to the Coop, Chica resolves to follow the rules. 

[Educational Message:  Rules are made for a reason and are there to ensure that everyone can be 

safe, courteous and orderly.] 

 

ICKY, STICKY, CHICKY [ETCS103DH] 

There’s an emergency at the Coop; Kelly can’t find a costume for a customer who wants to be a caveman.  

Kelly and Chica disappear into a ―cave‖ deep beneath the clothing rack.  Mom and Dad then decide they 

need to figure out a way to better manage inventory so Chica makes signs that illustrate the types of 

costumes. However, she doesn’t want to wash off the glue and other decorations that got stuck in her 

feathers.  During the fantasy adventure, Kelly and Chica are outside in a prehistoric forest and get really 

dirty with mud.  After bathing in a pond, the group plays again when they are clean and realize it feels pretty 

good to not be messy and dirty. 

[Educational Message:  When you get icky, sticky, and dirty from playing or doing a project, be sure 

to clean up the mess you made, including the mess that gets left on yourself.]  
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Airdate: 10/18/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

FUNGUS AMONG US [ETFT110DH] 

The Mushas, Puffy and Stinky, trick Treetog into leaving the tower by sending her a fake invitation to a 

festival being held in her honor.  However, all they really want is to break into her room and retrieve the 

stinky-fires she hid to prevent their mischief.  They also use her voice-imitating machine to trick the others 

into running errands, all designed to bring even more stinky filth and slime to Treetopolis.  After a while 

Tom is suspicious of the errands they are running and when he realizes what is going on the friends all have 

to use magic power to save Treetopolis from permanent damage.  When Treetog returns, she also realizes 

she should have trusted her intuition when she received the unsigned invitation in the first place.  The 

Mushas are punished and put on clean-up duty. 

[Educational Message:  Trust your instincts and feelings by questioning things that are different from 

what you usually expect.  If something is wrong take every step you can to straighten things out, 

because you don’t want to let a small problem become a big mess.] 

 
Airdate: 10/18/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

SPORTS DAY [ELZT103H] 

Stephanie realizes it is Sports Day, but the rest of the friends are not going to participate.  Sportacus and 

Stephanie convince everyone to join in, but Robbie Rotten tries everything to keep it from happening – 

including buying the field.  He decides to compete with them for the field, and if he wins, Sportacus is 

banned from Lazy Town forever.  Sportacus helps the kids train while Robbie Rotten devises tools to trick 

the kids during the competition.  Sportacus puts Ziggy in charge of providing the necessary energy from 

―sports candy.‖  Sportacus tells the kids that he has experienced sugar meltdowns because sugar doesn’t 

give you lasting energy. Robby Rotten uses his candy-faker-maker machine to create a sugar apple to trick 

Ziggy and Sportacus.  When Sportacus has a major lead during the race, Ziggy provides the fake apple to 

Sportacus, who subsequently has a sugar crash.  Robbie Rotten is certain he will win, but the kids figure out 

his plot and provide Sportacus with real ―sports candy.‖ They go on to win the race. 

[Educational Message: Sports candy and energy building foods are fruits and vegetables.  Sugar will 

not give you real/lasting energy.] 
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Airdate: 10/18/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

CHEESE MOUNTAIN [EPCT101H] 

One day in the garden, the friends decide to go on a great adventure to France.  Owl mentions a mountain 

made of cheese and they take off in the hot air balloon in search of the tasty location.  During the trip, 

everyone tries to help Mo conquer his fear of heights.  When Egbert arrives dressed as Captain Buzzy he 

tries to stop them from traveling further but sends the balloon in a tizzy.  When they arrive at Cheese 

Mountain they hear a bear coming and try to save the balloon as it flies away.  Mo conquers his fear and 

bravely retrieves the hot air balloon so that everyone can return home to the garden safely. 

[Educational Message: Being brave means trying your best and helping others even when you are 

fearful.] 

 

SPACE MONSTERS [EPCT101H] 

Alma has a dream that Zuzu is a space monster and fears that he has changed.  Poppy Cat tries to convince 

everyone to calm down and remember that Zuzu is the same friend he always has been.  When Zuzu arrives 

in the garden everyone is acting suspicious because of Alma’s dream.  Zuzu suggests that they all go on a 

space adventure, furthering Alma’s suspicions about Zuzu.  Egbert enters the rocket dressed as Cluck-a-roo 

and takes over the ship sending in straight into an asteroid field.  Zuzu jumps in and steers the rocket away 

from the asteroid s saving everyone.  Alma tells Zuzu all about her dream and apologizes for having 

doubted him. 

[Educational Message: Just because you dream something bad doesn’t mean it will come true.] 

 

Airdate: 10/18/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

BIG SISTER’S BIRTHDAY-CHEERLEADERS [ENAD104DH] 

Wyatt, Avery, and Owen want to make something special for their sister’s birthday.  She loves flowers, so 

they brainstorm a bouquet of flowers from mismatched socks and ice cream flowers using lots of fruit for a 

healthier treat.  Sean and Noodle make the fruit ice cream.  They recycle the peace jar to use as a vase.  In 

Doggity’s segment the crew makes peanut butter energy cookies to fuel some energetic cheerleaders.  The 

kids bring their mismatched socks and learn to make flowers out of them with Sean.  They take the bouquet 

and the ice cream flowers home to make their older sister’s birthday very special. 

[Educational Message:  You can surprise someone in your family by making something from spare 

things in your home and a healthy special treat.] 

 

SKATE-O-RAMA-AIRLINE PILOTS [ENAD104DH] 

Matt and Molly are having a party and want to make invitations.  They brainstorm with Sean to use items 

from their home to make ice-skate invitations.  Sean and Noodle make hot chocolate to drink and warm up.  

They recycle the vanilla lid to use in the invitations.  In Doggity’s segment they make ground-crew granola 

as an energizing treat for pilots.  The kids bring ribbons for the laces, cut out and fashion ice-skates to use 

for the invitation.  The kids use the invitations and then take the hot chocolate to drink and warm up after 

skating. 

[Educational Message:  You can creatively fashion ice skate invitations at home for a skating party.] 
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Airdate: 10/25/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

SMOOTHIE OPERATOR [EATB104DH] 
Comet is upset when he learns that they are out of bananas and he must try a new smoothie, Plorpian Plum. 

He states that he doesn’t like Plorpian Plum even though he’s never tried it. Comet goes to throw away the 

smoothie but Sputnik stops him and urges him not to waste. Comet decides it’s not wasting if you do it 

discreetly. After trying several ways to get rid of the smoothie, Comet succumbs to his hunger and tries 

Plorpian Plum and loves it! 

[Educational Message: Always try new foods before throwing them out because you may discover that 

you like a new taste.] 

 

BEND IT LIKE RADAR [EATB104DH] 
The Astroblast crew is going to play their friends from Outer Veruvia in Quasmo Digi-Soccer. Radar doesn't 

want to participate and gives several excuses that don’t work, until he tells them he’s sick. When Haley 

checks on Radar and finds him jumping and playing video games, Radar tells everyone that he’s not really 

sick and just didn’t want to play. Comet understands and cancels the game because they don't have enough 

players. Radar confesses to Comet that he played Digi-Soccer before and accidentally scored a point for the 

other team. Comet convinces him to give it another try, and he scores a goal for his team. 

[Educational Message: You should always tell the truth when you’re afraid to repeat something that 

you once failed; lying may get you into bigger trouble but you might have success with a second try.] 

 

Airdate: 10/25/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA TO THE RESCUE [ETCS104DH] 

After a customer comes to the shop for a firefighter costume, Kelly reminds everyone how lucky they are to 

have firefighters, police and other safety officers around to keep us safe.  Mom points out that there are 

many ways to be personally safe such as, ―looking where you are going, so you don’t bump into other 

people or objects that might hurt you.‖  This leads Chica and Kelly to an adventure on a fire truck.  They 

report to an accident and find out that Bunji wasn’t looking where he was going and fell off his tricycle, 

then got catapulted into a bush where no one could find him.  When Chica finds him Bunji says he will 

always watch where he is going.   

[Educational Message:  The first rule of being safe is always to watch where you are going so you 

don’t bump into anything or anyone.] 
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CHICA AND THE VICKINGS [ETCS104DH] 

After a customer comes into the store for a Viking costume, Chica wants a Viking costume of her own.  Her 

mother tells her it is possible to make one, and Chica immediately starts gathering materials for her own 

costume.  She sees two large curved carrots that she could use as decorative horns for her helmet and with 

glue from Kelly, completes her project.  However, in the process of rushing around, Chica wasn’t 

considerate of others, including bumping her father in the head as she pushed him out of the way to dig for 

supplies.  Her Dad reminds her about being courteous and also to feed Bunji before she leaves at the end of 

the day.  Chica realizes she has a problem because she used the carrots meant for Bunji’s dinner.  After 

going on a fantasy adventure with Kelly she meets two rude and obnoxious Vikings she convinces to have 

better manners.  

[Educational Message:  Having good manners shows others how much you care about their comfort 

and sense of well-being.]   

 

Airdate: 10/25/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

CRYSTAL CATASTROPHE [ETFT111DH] 

When Tom and Twigs are supposed to be helping Treetog, they break the most important crystal in 

Treetopolis.  Zigzoo can’t fix it, but he tells them about a cavern where they can find a new casting crystal.  

The entire time, Twigs attempts to use shortcuts, while Tom is obsessed with making a detailed plan. They 

argue and split up, but meanwhile, the magic in Treetopolis is fading.  Stink and Puffy take advantage of the 

situation and steal the casting crystal.  Twigs and Tom have to come together to get the casting crystal in the 

right hands so the magic in Treetopolis can be restored.  They now realize that it is important to make a plan 

but to be flexible as you go so you can achieve your goal. 

[Educational Message:  Many times it is important to make a good plan, and sometimes you need to 

do things as you go.  You should learn from balancing different approaches in order to handle 

problems effectively.] 

 

Airdate: 10/25/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

HERO FOR A DAY [ELZT104DH] 

Ziggy wants to be a hero – ―Sportacandy‖ – but he just keeps messing up his friends’ projects instead.  

Sportacus reminds him to start small, and take his goal one step at a time.  When Ziggy is still frustrated, 

Sportacus trains Ziggy to be a superhero.  He tells him the secret is to practice and persevere.  Meanwhile, 

the other kids are building a clubhouse, but Robbie Rotten wants to foil the building.  Ziggy has completed 

training and tries to help again, but doesn’t follow the ―start small‖ advice and continues to make mistakes.  

While Robbie Rotten is sawing through the branch, he gets stuck.  Sportacus saves him, and then Ziggy 

prevents Robbie Rotten from getting smashed by the branch.  He realizes anyone can be a hero if you start 

small and take it step-by-step. 

[Educational Message: Your friends like you for who you are, not because you have “super” powers.  

So if you want to excel, start small and continue practicing to become really good at something.] 
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Airdate: 10/25/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

MISSING KEYS [EPCT102H] 

The group decides to go on a fishing trip. When Zuzu gets scared he startles Mo causing him to lose all of 

his prized keys in the lake.  They take an adventure in the submarine in search of Mo’s missing keys but 

when Egbert arrives to stop them from proceeding, he accidentally puts a hole in the submarine causing it to 

sink.  The group decides to continue on foot underwater and they run into a giant squid that has Mo’s keys.  

Although they are scared, they politely ask the squid for the keys and they are returned.  Alma gives Mo the 

treasure ring that she found for him to put his key on so he never loses them again. 

[Educational Message:  By working together, the friends solved a problem and conquered their fears.] 

 

GOING COCONUTS [EPCT102H] 

After Mo beats Zuzu in a race, he accidentally sets off a ricochet that destroys Owl’s nest.  Poppy and her 

friends take an adventure to Coconut Island to make Owl a new bed out of coconut leaves.  During a call to 

air traffic control for landing, Egbert intercepts and tells them they cannot land on the island.  After finally 

convincing Egbert to let them pass, they break the wheel on the plane.  Egbert takes them to find a 

replacement wheel but gets everyone lost.  On the way, they find the coconut tree and work together to 

gather the leaves for Owl’s new bed.  They are able to fix the plane and make it home safely so Owl can 

enjoy his new bed.  

[Educational Message: When things seem unfixable look around you to find new solutions to your 

problems.] 

 

Airdate: 10/25/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

DECK THE SCARECROW-GIRAFFES [ENAD102DH] 

Mitay and Amir are growing vegetables but the birds keep eating them.  They brainstorm together to make a 

scarecrow from materials they have.  Sam and Noodle use some vegetables from the garden to make 

vegetable garden muffins.  They recycle the yogurt container to make a hat for their scarecrow.  When they 

come to the bus for the project they bring used plant containers with the yogurt container, aluminum foil, 

and plastic bags to make scary scarecrows.   The kids take the scarecrows home and enjoy a healthy snack. 

[Educational Message:  When you have a problem, like birds eating veggies, you can use recycled 

materials to make a scarecrow.] 

 

WE LOVE MERMAIDS-SINGERS [ENAD102DH] 

Isabella, Lola, and Malyn finished story time where they listened to a mermaid tale.  They want to play in 

their own mermaid adventure, and brainstorm with Sean to make a mermaid tail costume.  Sean and Noodle 

make fish cookies while the girls find bubble wrap and items from the home to make their mermaid tails.  In 

Doggity’s segment, the crew makes mini-blueberry cheesecake bites.  The kids use the recycled materials to 

make the mermaid tails.  They take the tails to act out their adventure and enjoy the special treat. 

[Educational Message: You can creatively design projects, like mermaid tails, using materials found 

in your home to act out your story time.] 
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Airdate: 11/01/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

SPIC N SPAN [EATB105DH] 
After the Astroblast crew hosts the Cinnamon Swirly Grubmeal show for the Glorpians, they are left with a 

big mess. They are about to start cleaning when the computer reminds them that the Crab Nebula Shooting 

Star show will start soon. They agree to clean up together really fast so they won’t miss it. Using a chore 

ball they divide the cleaning, with the others getting hard jobs and Sputnik getting the easiest. The crew gets 

frustrated and after another reminder, decides to finish cleaning after the show. Comet forgets his 

binoculars, and Sputnik goes to retrieve them but gets stuck to the floor and asks for help. The whole crew 

comes rushing in and they all get stuck. After working together to get unstuck, they decide to work together 

to clean the cafe from top to bottom and finish in time for the shooting star show. 

[Educational Message: Always work together to clean up right after you make a mess; waiting makes 

the work even harder to do.] 

 

OH, BROTHER [EATB105DH] 
Comet’s brother Flash visits the space station and suggests that the crew should do everything faster, 

because faster is always better. Haley and Radar start doing things faster, but Sputnik and Jet disagree. 

Comet, not wanting to upset his older brother, agrees even though he is uncertain. When he sees how things 

are working better faster, Comet starts wondering if he’s been running the Space Station wrong the whole 

time. Sal tells him he likes the way Comet runs the Space Station because he doesn't tell people what to do, 

he listens to them, and together they figure out how to do things. Comet decides to ask the crew whether 

they want him or Flash to run the Space Station. Comet walks into chaos at the cafe when the whole crew 

starts asking for his help. Comet decides to slow everything down, and Flash admits that maybe faster isn’t 

better. 

[Educational Message: Faster isn't always better, so take your time and do it right.] 

 

Airdate: 11/01/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA FANCY FISH [ETCS110DH] 

Chica has been busy making costumes, the most recent being a fancy fish costume for herself.  But she 

needs to clean up her mess.  Kelly teaches Chica the 3 R’s to reduce, reuse, and recycle materials.  This is 

the way to sort all the things that are leftover from projects.  Chica gets upset about having to do so much 

clean up but on the fantasy adventure, Chica and Kelly go to the beach where Chica the fancy fish finds 

trash in the water.  She meets the Mr. Litterbunny who has too much stuff in his car.  Chica realizes how 

important it is for her to teach Mr. Litterbunny the 3 R’s too.   

[Educational message:  When you make a mess, try to sort things into three piles, then you will know 

what can be thrown away, what you can save or give away to be used again, and what you should 

send to a recycling center.] 
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CHICA’S HALLOWEEN ADVENTURE [ETCS110DH] 

It’s Halloween and everyone is dressing up in fascinating costumes.  Chica thinks everyone else’s costume 

is better than her pink pig snout and ears.  Her friends and family tell her she can be anything; just put on a 

costume and have some fun.  Chica is overwhelmed.  On the fantasy adventure, Chica and Kelly go to a 

Halloween Party and Chica changing her costumes so frequently she misses the party activities.  Kelly tells 

her that she has to make a decision and if she sticks with it she will have the time to go have fun with 

everyone.  She decides to dress up as a Kelly look-alike for Halloween. 

[Educational message:  When you cannot make a decision, take the time to consider your choices then 

just make a decision you like the best and stick with it.  There will be more time to enjoy yourself if 

you aren’t worrying about all the choices you have to make.] 

 

Airdate: 11/01/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

BUZZWORTHY [ETFT112DH] 

Tom and Twigs are helping Ariela on the farm.  They use magic to help collect nectar for her lady-birds.  

They disagree with Ariela over whether or not to let the bees share in her nectar supply for their own honey-

making needs.  After much conflict between Ariela and her friends and the bees, they have to come together 

to deal with a major honey-spill.  They come to an understanding and realize that they can share to provide 

each other with what each needs, instead of fighting over the resources. 

[Educational Message:  When you are willing to share you can typically find win-win situations where 

each side gains something they want.] 

 

Airdate: 11/01/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

ROTTENBEARD [ELZT106DH] 

The kids are playing pirates and when Uncle Milford drops by.  He tells them a story about a pirate, 

Rottenbeard, who came to Lazy Town, wreaked havoc, and spread his meanness everywhere.  He took 

everything he wanted, except the Lazy Town stone which was inscribed with the secret to living in Lazy 

Town.  Rottenbeard broke the stone when he couldn’t steal it outright and now it is missing the key-word 

that reveals the most important secret of Lazy Town. Robbie Rotten, who doesn’t like the kids playing and 

being noisily active, decides to make a fake Lazy Town stone and lead the kids on a wild goose chase to 

find a fake stone that would tell them to ―be lazy.‖   But Stephanie is not convinced they should be lazy and 

leans on the real stone, only to uncover a compartment with a new treasure map.  Once they retrieve the real 

stone, with substantial help from Sportacus, they find out that the secret to living in Lazy Town is to be 

HAPPY.   

[Educational Message: Being lazy is very boring, but being active, like playing and dancing with your 

friends, will make you very happy.] 
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Airdate: 11/01/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

RUNAWAY TURTLE [EPCT103H] 

It was a very hot day in the garden and Poppy Cat and her friends are playing in the sprinkler to keep cool.  

Owl finds a lost baby turtle in his swimsuit so everyone decides to go on an adventure to the ocean to 

reunite it with its mother.  Zuzu’s feelings are hurt because everyone is focused on helping Webster, the 

baby turtle instead of trying out his new headlamp.  When they see Webster’s mother and leave the 

submarine to find her, Egbert interrupts and scares the baby turtle away.  The friends have to enter a dark 

cave to search for Webster, so they use Zuzu’s headlamp, find the baby and return him to his mother.  

[Educational Message: We should always try to return things that belong to others even if you would 

rather be playing with your toys.] 

 

DEAR ROCKET-CAT [EPCT103H] 

Poppy Cat and her friends are watching Rocket-Cat and sharing their admiration for him.  Mo writes a letter 

for Rocket-Cat, but the moon is too far for the mailman to deliver.  They attempt to travel to the moon to 

deliver the letter, but Egbert appears and teleports them to his spaceship.  Onboard, they see that Rocket-Cat 

has been captured too.  Mo gets the chance to read the letter to Rocket-Cat who confesses he does not feel 

much like a hero.  Suddenly a space octopus arrives on board and Egbert runs away in fear. Everyone works 

together to help Rocket-Cat defeat the octopus and to show his appreciation he makes Poppy and all her 

friends official Rocket-Cat Rangers. 

[Educational Message: There are everyday heroes not just those you see on TV because everyday 

people show bravery by helping others in times of need.] 

 

Airdate: 11/01/2014 

Time: 12:30PM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

A HALLOWEEN PARTY [ENAD124] 

Jacob and his friends Joshua and Paige are having a Halloween party and ask Sean for help with the 

decorations.  They brainstorm making sparkly spider webs using cooked spaghetti, glue, and glitter; and a 

recycled lid to make a spider.  Sean and Noodle prepare wiggly worm spaghetti in delicious ―dirt‖ sauce.  In 

Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang prepares frosty fruit refreshers for working firefighters.  

The kids arrive and create the sparkly spider webs to decorate for their Halloween party.  They take the 

wiggly worm spaghetti in delicious dirt sauce to enjoy together at the party. 

[Educational Message:  You can make special crafts like sparkly spider webs using recycled 

household items to decorate for a Halloween party.] 

 

BUBBLES [ENAD124] 

Sarah, Gabe, and Marcelina want to find new ways to play with bubbles.  They brainstorm a new bubble 

blower and make colored bubble mix to blow and paint.  Noodle and Sean make pineapple sunset 

smoothies.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes frozen banana pops for monkeys.  

The kids are able to take the smoothies and enjoy some bubble-blowing paint time together. 

[Educational Message: You can find new ways to enjoy your favorite activity, like super bubble 

blowers you can use to paint pictures with bubbles.] 
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Airdate: 11/08/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

I’LL SAVE YOU [EATB106DH] 
After reading a Captain Super Duper comic, Comet wishes he could be more like him. When he finds Radar 

in trouble and helps him, Comet begins to think he is a hero. Comet starts saving his friends when they 

aren’t in trouble, and they finally confront him and tell him it’s annoying. Sal tells Comet that you don’t 

have to be a super hero to help people and you can still be yourself and do good things. Comet apologizes to 

his friends, and they tell him that there is nothing wrong with being Comet and they like getting help from 

him; but only when they need it. 

[Educational Message: You don't have to be a super hero to help people, so make sure they actually 

need you help before you interfere with what they’re doing.] 
 

DON’T TOUCH [EATB106DH] 
Comet receives a kung fu cape for his Captain Super Duper action figure, and the Astroblast crew plays 

with him. The crew decides that since his cape is delicate, they won’t play with Captain Super Duper unless 

Comet is around. Radar plays with Captain Super Duper without asking and breaks him. While hiding from 

Comet, Radar runs into Sal, who notices Captain Super Duper is broken. He tries to fix him but can’t and 

Radar decides that he is going to live in the ceiling for the rest of his life. Sal uses Radar’s favorite pencil to 

write his ―goodbye‖ note to the crew, and he breaks the pencil.  Sal has the courage to tell Radar what 

happened and Radar realizes that he should have the courage to tell Comet what happened to the action 

figure.  Radar apologizes to Comet, and although Comet is mad, he is glad that Radar told the truth. Comet 

fixes Captain Super Duper and the crew plays with him. 

[Educational Message: Always ask before touching someone else's things and always tell if you’ve 

broken something that belongs to someone else. It’s very hard to do, but if it was an accident people 

will gradually understand.   

 

Airdate: 11/08/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

VROOM, VROOM CHICA [ETCS112DH] 

Chica is frustrated when she is ―it‖ for a game of freeze tag because she is not fast enough to ―tag‖ anyone 

and make them freeze.  When the shop closes and she and Kelly go on their fantasy adventure, Chica, Kelly, 

Bunji, and Stitches are in an Indy 500 type race.  Though she is in last place Chica perseveres and keeps 

going when her friends have to drop out of the race.  She ultimately wins the race because she didn’t give up 

when others had to quit.  She tries her skill on Kelly when they return to the shop and she’s able to catch 

Kelly at an opportune moment and tag for a ―freeze.‖ 

[Educational Message: Sometimes a game is won based on perseverance, not by speed.  Just take 

things at your own pace and eventually others will have to slow down or stop.  Then you can move 

ahead and achieve your goals. 
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CHICA, THE BOCK-A-DOODLE BUILDER [ETCS112DH] 

Mrs. C is taking a customer on a tour of the shop, recounting her famous costumes.  Chica enters in a self-

made airplane and announces that she wants to build an airport inside the shop.  Despite being told by Kelly 

that an airport is too big for the shop, Chica persists in trying to do something BIG.  She doesn’t accept the 

idea that ―small is beautiful‖ too. While on their fantasy adventure Chica is the ―boss‖ of a building 

company, and builds Bunji a HUGE house just to fix a broken roof shingle. Bunji finds the new house 

overwhelming.  Chica has to tear it down and return to building something much smaller.  Upon her return 

to the shop, Chica draws plan for new shingle for Bunji’s cage.   

[Educational Message:  A large size isn’t always the most important thing you can do to make an 

impression.  Sometimes the small things are more appropriate and just as appreciated.] 

 

Airdate: 11/08/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

NOT SO FAST [ETFT117DH] 
Zigzoo invents a zippiositer for Ariella so that her plants will grow incredibly fast.  But Ariella’s impatience 

gets in the way and her plants grow out of control.  Ariella breaks the machine and then apologizes for her 

impatience, and realizes that much bigger problems are caused by impatience.  Meanwhile the Mushas 

decide to take advantage of the situation to use the machine for mischief by sliming the kingdom and 

growing huge weeds.  Ariella is slow to learn her lesson about impatience and won’t wait to make a plan to 

stop the mushes with the rest of the group.  Luckily they rest of the group works together to save both the 

Mushas from the zippiositer and help Ariana who has gotten caught in the giant weeds. 

[Educational Message:  Being impatient can lead to big problems.  Develop your patience and be 

quick to apologize and correct your behavior when you make a mistake.] 

 

Airdate: 11/08/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

CRY DINOSAUR [ELZT107H] 

Stephanie, Ziggy and Stingy are going camping, but Ziggy is afraid of the dark.  He asks Sportacus if he is 

afraid of anything, listing many possibilities, and Sportacus admits he would be afraid of a large dinosaur.  

Robbie Rotten is thrilled to hear Sportacus’ weakness and disguises himself as a dinosaur to scare Sportacus 

out of Lazytown forever!  When the kids settle down into their tent, Stephanie and Stingy calm Ziggy’s 

fears with a song, but they immediately are terrified by the shadow of Uncle Milford on the tent.  They 

decide to hold a camp-in at Stephanie’s house.  Ziggy hears a commotion and sees the Robbie Rotten 

dinosaur and becomes scared.  Stephanie and Stingy go out to explore and leave the door open for Robbie 

Rotten to get inside the house and scare Ziggy some more before all the kids see him and run and hide.  

When the dinosaur goes after Stephanie and Stingy, Ziggy realizes he had to save them; he finds courage 

and tackles Robbie Rotten, causing the costume to fly onto Stingy.  Sportacus comes to save them and 

congratulates Ziggy on being brave to save his friends. 

[Educational Message: When you are afraid, and you still take action to protect your friends, you are 

demonstrating true courage.] 
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Airdate: 11/08/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

PICKLE SPRINGS [EPCT104H] 

Alma brings everyone’s favorite treats for a picnic in the garden, but Mo develops the hiccups before he can 

finish his cheese.  Owl tells them that the only working cure for hiccups is drinking pickle juice, so they 

travel to Pickle Springs to retrieve it.  On the way, their car breaks down and Poppy and Zuzu stop to fix it.  

Just as they are finishing, Egbert (aka Baron von Speedster) arrives and insists that they follow him on a 

shortcut to Pickle Springs.  Although Egbert gets them lost, they are still able to find Pickle Springs, where 

Mo quickly drinks to cure his hiccups.  Before heading back to the garden, they decide to continue their 

delicious picnic in the car. 

[Educational Message: By working together as a team everyone was able to help a friend in need.] 

 

FLOWER POWER [EPCT104H] 

Mo gets Alma perfume as a gift for helping him get over his fear of dandelion fluff, but Zuzu’s bouncy ball 

accidentally breaks her new gift.  Poppy Cat suggests going to the Elephant Jungle to make new perfume 

out of lily dew drops to replace it. In the Jungle, Egbert appears dressed as a Naughty Monkey and demands 

the group hand over all their supplies, including the airplane.  Stranded, they meet Toby the Elephant in the 

jungle who takes them to the giant lily to make new perfume for Alma.  Toby’s size intimidates Egbert and 

the group can head home to the garden with their plane, supplies, and Alma’s new perfume.   

[Educational Message: Sometimes when you are being bullied, having an imposing friend who can 

stand up to the bully will convince the bully to go away.] 

 

Airdate: 11/08/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

LET’S FLY A KITE-AIRLINE PILOTS [ENAD101DH] 

Ben, Ryan, and Kayla try to play together on a windy day.  They brainstorm projects to accommodate the 

windy weather.  Sean and Noodle make Tuna Toastie Kites by recycling the bread bag for the craft project.  

Meanwhile, the kids collect sticks and leaves and join Sean to make kites using the recycled products, items 

from nature, and contact paper. The kids take their kites to the park along with their Tuna Toasties and make 

the most of the windy day.  

[Educational Message:  When it is windy outside, you can find objects outside and in your recycling 

bin to make kites.] 

 

ART-TASTIC-PAINTERS [ENAD101DH] 

Avery, Ian, and Elena want to color but only have little pieces of crayons left.  They begin by brainstorming 

ways to repurpose and use the old crayons.  Sean and Noodle then melt the old crayon pieces into new 

multi-colored crayons in the kitchen.  They also recycle the lids of the non-stick spray to make a leaf 

wreath, using the new crayons for leaf rubbings.  The kids hang up the wreath and take the new crayons to 

finish their artwork. 

[Educational Message: You can reuse your old broken crayons to make new ones in order to recycle 

and prevent waste.] 
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Airdate: 11/15/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

ARE YOU MY PIFFIN? [EATB107DH] 
The Astroblast crew finds a lost pet in the cafe and decides to find the owner. While waiting for a response 

from the owner, Radar becomes attached to ―Puffy.‖ The crew worries about Radar and try to warn him that 

―Puffy‖ won’t be with them for long because he’s someone else’s pet. ―Puffy’s‖ owner contacts the crew 

and Comet tells Radar that ―Puffy‖ has to leave. When his owner comes to get him, Radar is upset to say 

goodbye, but his owner tells Radar that they will come visit again. 

[Educational Message: Pets usually have owners who care about them, so if you find a lost pet you 

should always try to return the animal even if it makes you sad.   
 

HALEY’S WANNABE [EATB107DH] 
Haley needs help delivering a large order of smoothies and asks for Sputnik’s help. Sputnik reluctantly 

helps and after the delivery, Haley becomes Sputnik’s hero. Sputnik starts dressing and acting just like 

Haley. Sal tells Sputnik that the only person she needs to be is herself. Haley gets annoyed with Sputnik and 

lies to get away from her. Sputnik finds out and decides to not be like Haley anymore. Comet, Jet, and 

Radar remind Sputnik of all her awesome qualities and that she doesn’t need to be like anyone else. Sputnik 

and Haley apologize to each other. 

[Educational Message: Trying to act like another person just makes you a copycat, so it’s best to 

develop yourself based on your own talents and personality.  People want to know you not a copycat.   

 

Airdate: 11/15/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

FARMER CHICA [ETCS113DH] 

Something is shaking up the costume shop as though an earthquake is occurring.  It turns out that the 

shaking is the crunch of Jet biting a carrot. He has food from the farmer’s market to share but Chica has no 

time to eat fruits and vegetables. She wants to quickly eat a bag of chips and continue playing in her farmer 

costume.  She tires early because she didn’t eat properly and on the fantasy adventure, the problem repeats 

itself.  Chica won’t eat a good breakfast and gets so tired she can’t even feed her horse.  When they return 

home, Chica eats some healthful food so that she and Kelly have enough energy to walk home and make 

dinner with Mr. and Mrs. C.   

[Educational Message:  You have to eat healthful food like fruits and vegetables to have enough 

energy to do all the things you want to do everyday.] 
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BOCK-A-DOODLE-DOO, I LOVE YOU! [ETCS113DH] 

Chica’s parents are so nice and Chica wants to do something special to show how much she loves them.  

Chica and Kelly open a spa for Mrs. C and build a hammock for Mr. C.  When an order comes in for a Yak 

costume, Chica assumes she can fill the order (so her parents can rest), but alas, while the costume is a 

Chica original, it is not a Yak.  Chica feels she totally let her parents down and they won’t love her 

anymore.  On their fantasy adventure, Chica and Bunji are parents whose children, Kelly and Stiches 

accidentally toss Bunji’s perfect carrot cake into the air.  Even though the cake was ruined, parents Chica 

and Bunji, reassured their ―son‖ he was still loved.  Returning to the shop, Mr. C tells Chica her spa was 

such a big hit, he is now building her mother a new luxury bird bath.  Chica realizes her parents still love her 

despite her mistake. 

[Educational Message:  Parents do expect their children to do their best, but even if they get upset if 

mistakes get made or accidents happen, the love will always be there.]   

 

Airdate: 11/15/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

HOVERING HUMBLEBUGS [ETFT118DH] 
Twigs and Tom are being tested in their magic studies, but Tom messes up a test.  When he learns that 

Treetog loves the humblebugs, he decides to prove himself by getting a humblebug to sing just for her.  But 

when he and Twigs try to find a humblebug to hum for Treetog, they cause many difficulties for the 

humblebugs and themselves.  They have to use their magic to help the humblebugs get a broken crown to 

their queen so that the bugs can migrate on schedule.  Even though his plan did not work, the humblebug 

queen is grateful her crown was returned, so she comes to Treetog and hums a song as a thank you to Tom.   

[Educational Message:  It is better to do the right and most important thing than to try to make 

things work out perfectly as planned.] 

 

Airdate: 11/15/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

CRYSTAL CAPER [ELZT108DH] 

Sportacus is at home, exercising, drinking water and eating healthy fruits and veggies, when he senses 

trouble.  While saving Stingy he loses the crystal caper, which Stingy finds and keeps.  Robbie Rotten tries 

to take advantage of the situation, and make a trade for the crystal caper.  The whole town is working 

together to try to find the crystal, and Stingy finally listens to his conscience to know he can’t make the 

trade and that he is in trouble.  When he and the crystal caper are saved, he apologizes for his actions. 

[Educational Message: Your actions affect everyone, listen to your conscience and avoid selfish 

desires – instead choose to help out others.] 
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Airdate: 11/15/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

ROYAL TOAD [EPCT105H] 

It’s ―Do Something Nice for Owl Day‖ and Poppy Cat and Mo are painting his portrait in celebration. Alma 

arrives with Siesel the Royal Toad who was on his way to a royal wedding and lost his way. The group 

promises to help him find his way to the wedding but Egbert persuades them to let him drive their carriage 

and breaks it.  In despair, Siesel confesses that he is the one actually getting married and that he is 

embarrassed he cannot find his way.  Poppy and her friends follow the sound of a wedding in the forest and 

bring Siesel to the altar just in time.  Siesel asks Owl to sing during the wedding (much to his delight) and 

the friends travel home in a fancy royal coach. 

[Educational Message: When you are lost, ask for directions to help find your way, don’t be 

embarrassed.] 

 

TRICKY CRICKET [EPCT105H] 

Zuzu trades his favorite Chewy Bone for a singing cricket that sings all kinds of songs, however he quickly 

realizes that it doesn’t sing with words like he thought.  The friends decide to find the special place where 

crickets sing to help.  During the search they run into Gilda who mentions cricket meadow and they decide 

to start the search there.  Egbert arrives and tries to confiscate the cricket but scares it away.  He offers his 

help in finding the cricket, but when it begins to get dark he runs away.  Poppy suggests capturing some 

fireflies to use as light to find their way to the meadows.  They find the cricket singing in Cricket Meadow 

and enjoy his lovely concert. 

[Educational Message: When you are scared to do something, find a special place where you feel 

comfortable and you can practice by yourself.] 

 

Airdate: 11/15/2014 

Time: 12:30PM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

TEDDY BEAR PICNIC-SINGERS [ENAD112DH] 

Mila and her friends are having a teddy bear picnic and ask for Sean’s help.  They decide to make bread 

shaped like teddy bears and heart shaped picnic baskets to hold their bears.  Sean and Noodle make the 

teddy bear out of bread dough and bake it to a golden brown.  On the bus, Sean helps Mila and her friends 

make teddy bear picnic baskets out of paper plates, recycled greeting cards and the bread bags from snack.  

The girls take their teddy bear bread and new picnic baskets to the park for a day of fun at the picnic. 

[Educational Message: You use your imagination to have a special picnic for your Teddy Bear.] 

 

COME TO OUR PARTY-CROSSING GUARDS [ENAD112DH] 

Vanessa and her friends would like to have a tea party and need Sean’s help.  They decide to make teacup 

and saucer sets.  For a snack, Noodle and Sean make the mini pancakes with the ricotta cheese and berry 

topping.  When Vanessa and her friends return from collecting the yogurt cups, Sean helps them make the 

teacups out of recycled yogurt cups, ricotta lids from their snack and special salt dough he prepared.  Once 

dry, the girls return home to have a tea party with their new teacups and delicious pancakes. 

[Educational Message: You can have a wonderful tea party with your friends when you use your 

imagination and your toys.] 
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Airdate: 11/22/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

SPUTNIK THE SPOILER [EATB108DH] 
After Sputnik finishes reading an exciting book, Haley borrows it. Sputnik is excited to discuss the book 

with Haley, but keeps interrupting and ruining moments in the book. Finally, she tells Haley the end, ruining 

her reading experience. Sputnik sits in on a card game with Radar and Comet but gives away the cards, 

making them quit. During a magic show, Sputnik tells her friends the secrets behind the tricks, ruining the 

fun for the audience. After not being invited to a movie, Sputnik confronts her friends who tell her she’s a 

spoiler. Sputnik is upset and decides to read in the library. While choosing a book, Bob keeps ruining the 

endings for Sputnik because he is excited to discuss them. Sputnik realizes she did the same thing and 

apologizes to her friends. 

[Educational Message: It is more fun for people to find things out for themselves instead of listening 

to a show-off share too much information, ruining their experience.] 

 

BILLY STARRIDER [EATB108DH] 
Radar and Haley are playing with action figure Billy Starrider and when Haley has to leave, he goes to Sal 

to continue his game.  Radar is so obsessed with the action figures, Sal decides to leave and warns Radar 

that he needs to try something new.  Radar then goes to a pick up game of Anti Anti-Gravity Freeze Tag but 

quickly inserts Billy Starrider into the game.  Finally, in frustration, the team goes to work at the Frosty 

Star, but Radar still wants to play Billy Starrider, driving customers away. Radar’s friends confront him 

about always playing and talking about his action figures.  Radar agrees and asks for help on what else he 

can play that doesn’t involve Billy Starrider. Haley takes him out on her surfboard, and he discovers that 

yes, there are other games to be played.   

[Educational Message: Fixating on just one thing all the time means you aren’t having as much fun or 

contact with friends as you could have and that you might lose friends because you won’t try new 

things.] 

 

Airdate: 11/22/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA PLAYS THE EGG GAMES [ETCS106DH] 

Mrs. C has a serious case of the Hiccups and Chica, Mr. C and Kelly try a variety of approaches to help her. 

Chica manages to ―scare‖ the hiccups out of her mother leaving her very proud of her singular 

accomplishment.  Her approach to the hiccups was ―better‖ than everyone else’s.  Later, after a little boy 

comes to the shop for a baseball costume, Chica dresses up like a ball player and she and Kelly attempt a 

game of catch.  Chica is unable to catch the ball and feels like giving up because she is not the best, despite 

Kelly’s urging to practice.  On their fantasy adventure Chica takes a chance and tries three new games and is 

really good at just one.  She realizes that fun is just as important as being a winner.  When they return to the 

store Chica is willing to give baseball a new try.   

[Educational Message:  You can have fun at games even if you don’t win or perform the best.  The 

most important thing is that you give games a try and to that you have fun, win or lose.] 
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SUPER CHICA! [ETCS106DH] 

Chica feels badly because Bunji has gone missing because she left the cage door open while getting Bunji’s 

food.  Chica accepts responsibility for Bunji being lost, but everyone pitches in to find the rabbit.  After her 

parents and Kelly help out, Dad finds Bunji sneaking a nibble of the food left on the floor.  Chica is glad 

Bunji was found, but really wanted to be the one to undo her own mistake.  On the fantasy adventure, Chica, 

Bunji and Kelly are ―super heroes‖ in a city where Mr. Bubledeedoo (Stitches) is blowing so many big 

bubbles he is a nuisance.  In order to stop Mr. Bubledeedoo, they have to work as a team and Chica 

understands that in some cases, it takes teamwork to solve a problem.   

[Educational Message:  It is not always possible that one person can be the super problem solver.  

Sometimes it is necessary to work with a group in order to get the job done and the problem solved.] 

 

Airdate: 11/22/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

TREASURE HUNT [ETFT119DH] 
Everyone is excited for the annual treasure hunt.  Treetog surprises everyone and pairs them up in teams of 

two for the hunt – with partners who share very different personalities.  Certain teams work well when they 

show patience and learn to trust each other and share the same vision, but there some teams face disaster 

when they can’t learn to work together. 

[Educational Message:  The most important things about achieving a goal is working cooperatively 

with your team mate.  If you can do that you can reach a common goal, even when you are working 

with someone who is very different than you.] 

 

Airdate: 11/22/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN  

SLEEPLESS IN LAZYTOWN [ELZT109DH] 

Pixel stays up all night playing video games.  The next day he can’t play baseball well because he is so 

tired.  Sportacus teaches that energy comes from getting a good night’s sleep.  Robbie Rotten tries to 

prevent Sportacus from getting to sleep.  Robbie Rotten claims he has ―won‖ because he hasn’t slept at all.  

But the trick is on him, because those who rest sufficiently have energy to overcome and succeed against his 

ploys. 

[Educational Message: Being healthy and having energy comes from getting a good night’s sleep.] 
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Airdate: 11/22/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

WISE TOAD [EPCT122H] 

Mo, Alma and Poppy are having a roly-poly race. When they realize Mo can’t stop by himself, Zuzu 

swoops in to rescue him on his skateboard. When Zuzu shows the group some tricks on the skateboard he 

accidentally breaks it. They decide to take the train to see the skateboard wizard and get it fixed. When Mo 

falls again Zuzu manages to use the broken skateboard to save him. When the wizard sees his superb talent 

he decides to magically fix his skateboard so it will never break again. 

[Educational Message: Just because a toy looks broken doesn’t mean it can’t be useful in a different 

way.] 

 

RARE BIRD [EPCT122H] 
Mo has made a special tree for his art project that hangs pictures of all the birds he has ever seen. 

Unfortunately, Mo is missing the "Red Tipped Babblebird" and cannot finish his project without it. Mo 

enlists Poppy and friends to help find the missing bird to complete his tree. Everyone goes on a great 

adventure to find the bird and snap a picture. Mo has one photo left on his camera to use on the Babblebird 

but gets lost taking Eggbert’s directions. When they finally find the bird to take a picture, they discover that 

the bird is actually Gilda in a wig! 

[Educational Message: Don’t give up when you cannot find a solution because perseverance always 

pays off.] 

 

Airdate: 11/22/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

MEOW MEOW [ENAD113DH] 

Samantha and her brother Joel just brought Charlie the cat home and want to make him feel welcome. Sean 

suggests making Charlie a toy and some kitty treats.  On the bus, Noodle and Sean bake the treats using tuna 

and wheat germ.  Sean, Samantha and Joel make toys for Charlie using tennis balls, socks, and some sticks 

to carry them.  When they are finished they take their new toys and treats home to Charlie, much to his 

enjoyment. 

[Educational Message: When you want your new pet to feel welcome, make sure you have plenty of 

toys and treats to make them feel at home.] 

 

KINGS AND QUEENS [ENAD113DH] 

Turner and Daje have been learning about Kings and Queens in class and are looking for something to bring 

to circle time.  After brainstorming with Sean, they decide to make a crown and some Jelly Jewels to eat 

using colored gelatin and milk.  Turner and Daje return to the bus to help Sean make crowns using paper 

plates wrapped in foil and colored rock salt to decorate them.  They take the jelly jewels and crowns back to 

their class to share with everyone. 

[Educational Message: Kings and queens have jewels and crowns but you can use your imagination to 

pretend you’re royalty too.] 
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Airdate: 11/29/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

SORE LOSER [EATB109DH] 
Radar introduces Comet to his favorite game ―Super Galarian Space Pong.‖ When Comet beats him twice, 

Radar becomes very angry. Radar tries to get rid of the game, when Sal reminds him that even if you don’t 

win, a game can still be fun. Radar decides to create a game where Comet won’t know the rules, so he can 

win. Radar wins the game, but his friends refuse to play again with him. Radar finds them playing 

Holographic Dodgeball, and when he asks why he wasn’t invited, Comet tells him that they wanted to play 

for fun, not to win. Radar tells him that it’s fun to win, but Comet tells him it’s also fun to play and not 

worry about who wins or loses. Comet invites Radar to play with them and Radar apologizes to Comet. 

[Educational Message: Even though we like to be a winner, games are fun even if you don't win. In 

fact, win or lose, playing makes you better so your chances of winning can get better.] 

 

HALEY GOES SOLO [EATB109DH] 
Radar invents a Zippity Squeeze-a-licious-tron, which enables one person to run the cafe alone. He tells 

them to put only one fruit or veggie in at a time, so it doesn’t get jammed. Comet is excited because it’s 2-

for-1 day at the Pingo Pongian Waterpark Superslide, and Haley decides to stay behind at the store since 

she’s already been to the Waterpark. After the crew leaves, a large group of Kahoodians comes in and 

overwhelms Haley. She realizes that it will take forever to make smoothies for the large group if she only 

does one fruit at a time, so she puts a bunch in and overloads the Zippity causing a big mess in the kitchen. 

Haley goes looking for Sal but he is not available, so she decides to take it one step at a time. Haley fixes 

and cleans the Zippity, and successfully fills all the orders of the Kahoodians.  

[Educational Message: When you are overwhelmed, try to calm yourself down and take things one 

step at a time. It might be possible to still get your work done without any help and things will be 

OK.] 

 

Airdate: 11/29/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

SPECIAL DELIVERY CHICA [ETCS107DH] 

When Jett brings a bevy of packages to the store, Chica hurriedly distributes the mail while Jett offers to 

help Mr. C solve a problem with the alarm clock.  In her rush Chica has delivered each package to the 

wrong person.   On their fantasy adventure, Bunji and Chica are delivering the mail and when the delivery 

vehicle breaks down and Bunji can’t wait for Kelly to bring her tow truck to fix it.  Bunji pushes a big box 

up a long hill just to see Stitches open it, but the package isn’t for Stitch. He pushes the big box back down 

the hill and waits for Kelly.  Now they can deliver the mail properly and deliver a teeny-tiny package to 

Stitch, who reveals that inside is a remote control button that inflates a Bouncy House. 

[Educational Message:  When you rush, you are likely to make mistakes.  It is important to practice 

patience.  One approach is to do something else enjoyable while you wait.]   
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CHICA’S BIG COMB CIRCUS [ETCS107DH] 

Chica, Mr. and Mrs. C and Kelly decide to organize a big circus performance in the shop.  Everyone takes a 

role and Chica becomes the ringmaster.  She has definite ideas about how to manage the circus and it 

doesn’t include listening to the ideas of others.  No one’s act is satisfactory, according to Chica.  On the 

fantasy adventure with Kelly, Chica finds herself as ringmaster to another circus.  She enforces a roll call, 

and pronounces that HER circus is great, but it needs to become AMAZING.  Each performer must change 

their act.  Chica’s expectations are too high and the new acts do not work.  The performers all quit and 

Chica realizes that she should have listened to her performers and let them do what they do best.   

[Educational Message:  When you are the leader, it is important to listen to ideas from your team so 

you can figure out what they can do well and help make your project a big success.]  

 

Airdate: 11/29/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

TOM’S BIG MESS [ETFT120DH] 
Everyone is working together to clean-up and recycle all of the debris around Treetopolis.  Treetog teaches 

them that they must all help to play their part in Treetopolis.  Tom throws a rotten berry into a hole in the 

tree and thinks nothing of it.  He decides to use magic to help with the clean-up, but when the magic doesn’t 

work they realize the sap in the tree has been polluted from the rotten berry.   Tom admits he threw the berry 

in, and he uses magic to reverse the magic and make the sap good again before everything the bad sap 

touches in Treetopolis turns to stone.   

[Educational Message:  Pollution causes great harm to the environment.] 

 

Airdate: 11/29/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

LAZY SCOUTS [ELZT110DH] 
The friends go on a scouting adventure.  Robbie Rotten disguises himself as a scout master, and wants to 

teach the kids to make excuses and sleep late.  Stephanie points out that scouts should participate in helpful 

activities.  Robbie Rotten is surprisingly effective with his mocking words, convincing the friends to be 

lazy.  So Stephanie and Sportacus go scouting and show the others how fun the activities can be.  Sportacus 

reminds Stephanie that friends can disagree, and that even in the midst of disagreements friends need to be 

there for each other.  Sportacus and the gang later join together to save Robbie Rotten. 

[Educational Message: Scouting is a healthy and fun activity; and friends still need to be there for 

each other even in the midst of disagreements.] 
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Airdate: 11/29/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

WATERFALL LANE [EPCT117H] 

The friends wading pool won’t inflate because it has a tiny hole in it so the friends decide to dig a pool in 

the garden.  They uncover a piece of pottery with picture writing on it so they take an adventure to the 

deepest jungle to meet Professor Peanut who can decipher the code.  On the way, they run across a gorgeous 

waterfall.  Egbert happens to be in the jungle too, and when he throws the pictograph away, it hits Professor 

Peanut on the head.  Now that they have actually located who they were looking for Professor Peanut tells 

them the pictograph is his address sign.  They swim in the Professor’s waterfall and in his private swimming 

pool.  The Professor also teaches them how to read and make additional picture signs.   

[Educational message:  If you want answers to a puzzle, work your hardest to find the solution, 

including going to individual who is most likely to have an answer.]   

 

SPECIAL DELIVERY [EPCT117H] 

The friends are playing cards on their colorful blanket when Mo walks up with the mail.  Everyone has mail, 

including Egbert.  All but one letter is delivered and they have to figure out how to find Treehouse Trevor, 

who lives in Tanglewood Forest.  They take an adventure to find the addressee but are interrupted by Egbert 

who distracts them with a ridiculous game that even he cannot play.  Determined to deliver the letter, they 

distract Egbert by playing hide and seek and letting Egbert follow them.  Zuzu discovers the treehouse 

where Trevor lives and they are able to deliver their letter. It is revealed that Treehouse Trevor has been 

admitted to a very special singing school!  Everyone realizes the adventure was really worth delivering 

Trevor good news. 

[Educational Message:  Work your hardest to return or deliver something to its rightful owner.  You 

never know whether the message you bring is really important until it is delivered.] 

 

Airdate: 11/29/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

WE LOVE MOM [ENAD125DH] 

Jayse and Nina want to make something special for their mommy to show her how much they love her.  

They brainstorm together to make a locket and a meatloaf bus for dinner.  Sean and Noodle make the 

meatloaf together.  In Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment the crew makes swaddle sandwich 

wraps that are easy for moms to eat.  The kids return and make a special necklace using the celery heart as a 

flower stamp, dried pasta, and a picture for the inside of their recycled ketchup lid locket.  They take the 

special necklace to give to mom as she relaxes from an evening where someone else has prepared dinner. 

[Educational Message:  You can show your mom how much you love her by making a crafty gift 

necklace for her and sharing a special dinner together.] 
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USING OUR SENSES [ENAD125DH] 

Malah, Anasm, and Alexis want to make something to celebrate the birthday of their friend, Acer, who is 

blind.  They decide to make something that engages all the senses: a giant party sundae and a scratch and 

sniff birthday card.  Sean and Noodle make the sundae using lots of fruit and gelatin and yogurt, and save 

some of the gelatin to use in the scratch and sniff craft.  In Doggity’s Diner animation imagination segment 

the gang makes party pita pizzas.  The kids return and make scratch-and-sniff birthday cards using the 

orange net bag for lots of texture and gelatin powder to give the paint a scent and texture.  They take the 

cards and treat to Acer to enjoy his birthday together! 

[Educational Message:  You can make a card and treat to show your friend how much you care about 

him for his birthday; if you have a blind friend, you can be sure the card engages all the senses.] 

 

Airdate: 12/06/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

WHAT A MESS [EATB110DH] 
The Astroblast crew is cleaning the Space Station for the arrival of their friends Bludu and Dublu. Radar 

decides to learn how to play the new game he received instead of cleaning. After learning their friends are 

arriving early, the crew rushes to finish cleaning, but Radar continues to make a mess wherever he goes. 

After cleaning all day, the crew becomes frustrated with Radar’s messiness and confronts him, but he 

doesn’t understand their frustration. Radar plays in the game room, but when Bludu and Dublu arrive, he 

can’t find the new game. They decide not to play and Radar is upset that he ruined the day for everyone. 

Radar cleans the game room and the friends all play the new game. 

[Educational Message: Always clean up after playing so you don’t leave a mess and so you can find 

what you need when you need it.] 

 

ZMAX MANIA THE SPOT [EATB110DH]   
The Astroblast crew is playing a guessing game together, when Radar receives a pairs of Tribly Z-Max 3 

electronic game goggles.  When they each get their own Tribly Z-Max 3’s, they stop playing together and 

neglect their work. Sal tells them that there is a time to work and a time to play, but they don’t pay attention. 

When the power goes out, the friends and customers are bored. Comet thinks back to what they did before 

their Tribly Z-Max 3’s and the Astroblast crew and customers create their own fun 

[Educational Message: It is more fun doing things together than playing by yourself all the time. ] 

 

Airdate: 12/06/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CAN CHICA PLAY TOO? [ETCS203DH] 

Kelly’s cousin comes to the shop and they recount all their past memories together.  Chica is jealous and 

disruptive but then feels left out when Kelly and her cousin can still have fun together.  She wanted to play 

too.  Kelly tells her that instead of interrupting, Chica could’ve joined in their fun.  On their fantasy 

adventure, Chica interrupts the bowling game by trying to change it into a clown game and blocks the alley 

with toys so no one else can bowl.  Kelly shows her how to play with the group as opposed to trying to 

change the game everyone else was playing. 

[Educational Message: When you want to join you friends in play participate in the game they are 

playing rather than trying to get everyone else to do things your way.] 
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DETECTIVE CHICA [ETCS203DH] 

While Chica and her father go looking for a missing baby chick, they follow some clues—especially straw, 

but they could not find the baby chick.  They are stumped and decide to continue looking tomorrow.  On the 

fantasy adventure, Kelly loses her ―diamond necklace‖ and enlists Detective Chica to assist her.  When they 

go up to Bunji’s castle and find a few loose diamonds in the main room they assume Bunji and Stitch are the 

thieves. A chase ensues and they end up in a closet where Stitch, the butler, found the necklace on the floor 

and used it as a chain for a light switch.  Kelly and Chica realize they assumed the necklace was stolen when 

actually Kelly lost it and Stitch picked it up and used it as something else.  They needed to look at the 

problem differently.  When they return to the coop they realize that the straw clue was actually just the 

stuffing from the delivery box.  They open the box and find the baby chick sitting at the bottom with more 

of the straw. 

[Educational Message:  When you run out of clues while looking for something, try to think of 

another direction the clues might point to for finding your lost item.] 

 
Airdate: 12/06/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

SAPPY DAY [ETFT121DH] 
Today is Sap Day!  Everyone is excited to enjoy the festivities and be thankful for their sap supply, except 

the mushas.  They find stink plants they use to make everything stinky and to put everyone to sleep.  Tom 

finds a special smell that can wake everyone up but has to do it alone as everyone has fallen asleep.  He 

wakes them up in time to enjoy the sap eruption together. 

[Educational Message:  Sometimes you have to do important things alone, but you are never really 

alone when you have good friends.] 

 

Airdate: 12/06/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

MY TREEHOUSE [ELZT111DH] 

The group of friends decides to work together to enter a tree house contest.  Originally Stingy wants the tree 

house to himself, and the rest of the crew doesn’t want to involve him.  Stephanie encourages everyone to 

think about being a friend to Stingy.  Stingy remains selfish and sabotages the mailing when they enter the 

contest to attempt to get all the credit for himself.  When Robbie Rotten tries to get the trophy, the crew has 

to use teamwork to save Stingy, even after Stingy has behaved so selfishly.  Stingy helps save his friend, 

and Sportacus ultimately saves them both.  Stingy realizes that having friends is so much better than having 

a trophy. 

[Educational Message: It is best to work as a team and share a prize with friends and teammates.]  
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Airdate: 12/06/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

ROCKET CAT RADIO [EPCT119H] 

Mo comes to the group with a key that can lock and unlock anything.  Zuzu arrives with a Radio that 

transmits signals from Rocket Cat.  This latter item seems to eclipse Mo’s key in value.  However, when 

Rocket Cat sends a ―Mayday‖ blast from Green Cheese Moon, the group hurriedly takes an adventure in a 

rocket ship.  They run into Gilda and Egbert along the way, with Egbert claiming to head a rescue team on 

the planet. Egbert imprisons the friends with Rocket Cat in his impenetrable jail, but Mo’s special key 

unlocks the jail and leads to their escape back to earth.   

[Educational Message:  If everyone works together cooperatively, you can achieve an important goal.]   

 

CASE CLOSED [EPCT119H] 

Mo has a new detective kit that includes walkie-talkies, disguises and other investigative paraphernalia.  Just 

as the friends are talking about how to use the kit, Owl appears lamenting that one of his special books is 

missing.  The group finds two clues, a blue feather and a purple pine cone.  Poppy is certain that one of the 

clues requires an adventure to the Purple Pine Forest.  On the way, they run into Egbert who has just taken 

up tree-hugging and thanks them for providing what we need to make paper.  A loud squawk comes from 

one tree and soon they find a bird foot-print and a blue feather.  They look up and find Gilda, who works 

part-time in the library tree and tells Owl he forgot to return the book to the library so she did it for him.   

[Educational Message:  When you’re trying to solve a problem look for clues, even if they don’t seem 

related, that might lead you to an answer.  Then work with your friends to get the problem solved by 

tracking where the clues came from.] 

 

Airdate: 12/06/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

OUR FAMILY APPLE TREE [ENAD121DH] 

Scott and Elena have a lot of apples and need to find a way to use them!  They brainstorm to make a family 

apple tree using apple stamps, family photos, and the kids handprints; they will use apples to make apple 

blueberry crumbles.  Sean and Noodle make the apple blueberry crumbles in the kitchen while the kids 

gather the items for the craft project.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the game makes crispy 

baked veggies to use the vegetables from the harvest.  The kids return and enjoy using the apples to create 

an apple family tree.  They share the family tree and delicious apple blueberry crumbles with their family. 

[Educational Message:  You can celebrate harvest by making a creative apple family tree and 

enjoying healthy harvest treats.] 

 

BAKE SALE  [ENAD121DH] 

Aiden and Julia are helping with a bake sale to raise money for their school.  They brainstorm to make 

butterfly cupcakes and a piggy bank for keeping the money.  Sean and Noodle work in the kitchen to make 

the butterfly cupcakes.  They save the milk and egg containers and repurpose them to make a piggy bank.  

In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes apple-licious grilled cheese sandwiches for a 

hungry group of teachers.  The kids return and create the piggy bank to keep their earnings.   

[Educational Message: You can help with a bake-sale fundraiser by making crafty treats and make a 

piggy bank from recycled items for a fun way to keep the money safe during the sale.] 
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Airdate: 12/13/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

BECK AND CALL [EATB111DH] 
Haley is picking up a delivery when she tells Comet that one of their customers gave them tickets to the 

grand reopening of the Pingo Pongian Waterpark Superslide. As she is leaving the Frosty Star, Haley twists 

her ankle and can't make deliveries. The crew waits on her and Haley abuses her privilege. During this time, 

she learns that her ankle is better, but loves the attention, so she doesn’t tell her friends. After a week, her 

friends are tired, and since Haley is still hurt, they decide to all stay home and not go to the Pingo Pongian 

Waterpark Superslide. Haley overhears and shows her friends that she is better, but her friends don’t believe 

her. Haley shows them that she is better, apologizes, and they all go to the Pingo Pongian Waterpark 

Superslide. 

[Educational Message: Taking advantage of others because they want to help you is really bad and if 

you are not honest, they may not be there for you when you really need them.] 

 

SPUTNIK TAKES CHARGE [EATB111DH] 
Sputnik wants to make changes to The Frosty Star to make it more organized and efficient. The Astroblast 

crew tells her that the craziness works for them as long as the customers are happy. The crew reluctantly lets 

Sputnik make changes, but after reorganizing, the cafe becomes chaotic. The crew is upset, but doesn’t want 

to hurt Sputnik’s feelings. When Sputnik asks Sal what he thinks of her changes, he asks her how the others 

feel. Sputnik asks the others, who tell her that they liked things the way they were. The crew then decides to 

go back to the old way of running The Frosty Star. 

[Educational Message: You should always consider how others feel because your ideas are not the 

only ones that have merit.] 

 

Airdate: 12/13/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

CHICA CLIMBS A MOUNTAIN [ETCS111DH] 

Chica wants to have a hula party but the weather outside is far too cold and windy. Kelly helps by trying to 

keep everyone warm inside the coop but Chica is upset she can’t have a hula party as planned. Despite 

Kelly’s offer of a pineapple smoothie, Chica cannot be soothed.  After the shop closes Kelly and Chica take 

an adventure to the snowy mountains where Chica wears a grass skirt and lei. Not finding a sunny beach, 

Kelly, in the role of an old lady, dresses Chica in winter clothes.  Suddenly Chica has a fine time sledding 

and throwing snowballs with friends. Chica discovers there’s more than one way to have fun. 

[Educational Message: If you make adjustments when plans have to be changed you will find that you 

can still have a lot of fun. 
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SNOW PRINCESS CHICA [ETCS111DH] 

When Jet arrives with a special delivery package full of winter accessories, Chica puts them all on and 

dresses up like a snow princess. The only thing missing is the perfect princess crown. After a lengthy search 

Chica gets frustrated and decides to give up on the snow princess costume altogether. During Chica’s 

fantasy adventure, she becomes a snow princess inside her castle. Missing a crown, she is offered various 

replacements but nothing seems to work. But when Chica and her friends collaborate, they came up with a 

nice crown by using their imaginations.  Chica and Kelly return to the shop, and Chica finally uses her own 

imagination to make her own perfect crown.  

[Educational Message: Using your imagination to solve your problem is sometimes the best way to get 

exactly what you want.] 

 
Airdate: 12/13/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

GRUBBLE TROUBLE [ETFT122DH] 
Twigs finds a small grubble and decides to make it his pet.  Tom is jealous when Twigs becomes infatuated 

with the new pet instead of enjoying their usual friendship.  Twigs gets into trouble when he casts a spell 

and the grubble doesn’t stop eating and growing.  He is too nervous to ask Tom for help since he had hurt 

Tom’s feelings, but Tom is happy to help out anyway because he is a true friend. 

[Educational Message: To be a good friend you need to value old friend when new ones come along, 

and help even if you are feeling hurt.] 

 

Airdate: 12/13/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

SPORTAFAKE [ELZT115DH] 

The kids try to beat the heat outside by playing catch with Sportacus.  Robbie Rotten tries to foil their 

activities and disguises himself as ―Sportafake.‖  He has a hard time being Sportacus because he’s not used 

to being active.  He attempts to trick the kids and cause strife in the group.  He even brings junk food and 

says that it is health food for a snack, making all the kids sluggish.  Uncle Milford encourages Stephanie to 

stand up for what she knows is right.  She devises a way to discover the real Sportacus and takes Uncle 

Milford’s advice to heart – being true to what she knows is right. 

[Educational Message: Use your heart and follow your instincts to know what is right, and then stand 

up for that.] 
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Airdate: 12/13/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

MY COUSIN ALMA [EPCT120H]  
Poppy and her friends discover a ring that fell from the planet Teenie-Tiny and they decide to return it. 

Alma’s cousin Chester comes along, but when everyone starts to take a great liking to him, she gets jealous. 

Alma decides to leave the safety of the ship and show off her talents in outer space. She gets stuck on an 

asteroid and everyone has to help to rescue her. She apologizes and realizes that she doesn’t have to 

compete with Chester because her friends love her just the same. They return the ring back to the planet and 

remain friends. 

[Educational Message: When meeting new friends be sure to make them feel welcome, but don’t 

forget that you are no less special to anyone because someone new comes along.] 

 

WELCOME WALRUS [EPCT120H] 

Zuzu gives Owl a Welcome Walrus to hang in front of his house but he does not like it. Instead of telling his 

true feelings, he gives Zuzu excuses of other places to put it. When the walrus goes missing they find clues 

that lead them to the Mother Bumblebird and the walrus. On the way home they meet Roger the polar bear 

who is having problems making friends so they give him the walrus. Owl decides he wants another Walrus 

and asks Zuzu to make him another. 

[Educational Message: When you receive a gift that you do not like, take time to appreciate the 

person who gave it to you and you might find you like the gift more than you originally thought.] 

 

Airdate: 12/13/2014 

Time: 12:30PM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

SOCCER TIME! [ENAD120DH] 

Ellie and her teammates Sawyer, Simon, and Jessie have a soccer game and want to know the best way to 

practice.  They brainstorm with Sean to create practice cones for drills using empty plastic bottles and get-

up-and-go energy bars.  Sean and Noodle work together in the kitchen to make the get-up-and-go-bars while 

the kids gather the household items to recycle for the crafts.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment 

the gang makes grab-n-go turkey wraps for a roomful of hungry runners needing long-lasting energy.  The 

kids return and create the practice cones and decorate them to look like a mascot for the team!  They take 

the bars to enjoy at halftime and energize them for the rest of the game. 

[Educational Message:  You can make a craft that will help you practice for your favorite sport, like 

cones to do soccer drills; you can enjoy a healthy energy bar to keep you going during the game.] 

 

A PIRATE PARTY [ENAD120DH] 
A group of friends are having a pirate party and want to make some treasures.  They brainstorm with Sean 

to create golden fish nuggets to eat at the party and recycle the boxes from the ingredients to make pirate 

telescopes together.  Sean and Noodle work together to make the golden fish nugget treasures while the kids 

get ready for the pirate party.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang prepares treasure chest 

treats using dried fruits for a group of pirates.  The kids come back and create the pirate telescopes.  They 

take the crafts and treats to the party to enjoy together! 

[Educational Message:  You can make all the decorations and treats for a party from things around 

your house.] 
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Airdate: 12/20/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

COMET’S GIFT [EATB112DH] 
The Astroblast crew is decorating for their winter party and giving gifts. Comet has made the perfect gift for 

Radar, a parachute for his favorite action figure, Billy Starrider. Comet shows Haley the gift and she 

suggests he test it to make sure it works. After testing the parachute, Comet decides he wants to keep it. 

When he tells Sputnik, she tells him that gifts are meant to be given. During the party friends exchange gifts 

and Comet hides to avoid Radar. After the party, Comet overhears Radar who is upset that he wasn’t able to 

give Comet his present. Radar and Comet exchange gifts and find out that they both made parachutes for the 

other’s action figure. 

[Educational Message: It feels just as good to give presents as it does to receive them.] 
 

A STAR IS BORN [EATB112DH] 
The Astroblast crew is putting on a play: ―The 3 Little Piffins,‖ and Comet, who is used to being the lead, is 

upset when he has only one line. During rehearsals, Comet is disruptive to Haley and the rest of the cast 

even though Sal tells him how important it is that they respect and support each other. During their last 

rehearsal, Haley becomes frustrated that she’s not good enough and suggests she and Comet switch parts. 

Comet steps in for Haley but before the play he sees Haley’s family in the audience and decides that they 

should reverse their roles. Haley tells Comet that he deserves the lead because during rehearsals she didn’t 

do well, and Comet admits that it’s because he was always butting in on purpose. He apologizes for not 

being supportive and respectful. 

[Educational Message: If you resent the task you’ve been given to perform you need to work on your 

disappointment instead of making things hard for everyone else in the group.   
 

Airdate: 12/20/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

DANCE OF THE SUGAR CLUCK CHICA [ETCS218DH] 

Mr. and Mrs. C Chica are preparing for their performance of the Egg Cracker.  There’s lot of glitter and 

ribbons and other fancy wrappings all over the place.  Using some of these materials, Chica has made a 

beautiful snow globe that contains statuettes of herself, her parents and Kelly for her parents gift.  

Unfortunately, Chica drops it when she trips over a strand of Christmas lights and doesn’t know what to do 

to make it beautiful again.  Since the glitter is gone, Chica uses popcorn inside the snow globe but it’s not 

attractive.  When she and Kelly take their fantasy trip, they go to a farm to shop for the perfect gift and 

Stitches takes them for a sleigh ride that ends at the North Pole.  Chica gets some Magic Snow but it doesn’t 

last and only through her magical love for her parents does the light of love in her heart get reflected in her 

snow globe.  Chica realizes that love, good wishes, and family are the magic combination that makes 

Christmas so special.   

[Educational Message:  The most precious gifts are those that are given with the deepest love from 

your heart.] 
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Airdate: 12/20/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

RANGER TOM, FUNGUS FINDER [ETFT211DH] 

Tom and Twigs are in a ―scout troop‖ making an effort to earn a ―Fungus Finder‖ badge.  The motto of the 

group is ―a Tree Fu Ranger is ready for anything. ― However, Tom and Twigs did not prepare for the group 

expedition to find four important fungi.  Troop Leader Rickety makes them pull the heavy equipment 

wagon.  Because they lag behind the group, they miss out on some critical directions about leaving a trail to 

find their way home, how to set a trap, and worst of all they strip all of the emergency equipment off the 

wagon to lighten their load.  With one catastrophe after another, they realize their mistakes have put the 

group in danger.  When the troop is trapped and Rickety has been anesthetized from the yellow gas of a 

plant, Tom does his Tree Fu Magic to recover new emergency supplies, save his friends, and get back to 

their base camp.  Petal and Chez earn their Fungus Finder badge but Tom and Twigs get a badge for 

exceptional bravery.   

[Educational Message:  Preparation is important for a very significant reason – it works whenever 

you have an emergency.] 

 

Airdate: 12/20/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

THE HOLIDAY SPIRIT [ELZT313DH] 
The kids are preparing for Santa’s visit, but when Robbie learns about Santa he decides he needs to be nice.  

When the kids invite him to the holiday party he volunteers to make the turkey.  His cooking turns out to be 

an extreme disaster – and Sportacus has to save Santa!  All the presents are lost, and while the other kids 

comfort Santa, Stingy finds all the presents.  He realizes it is lonely with all the toys meant for others, and so 

when Santa finds him to bring them all together, Stingy is ready to give the presents to their rightful 

recipients, and even gives his own to Robbie when he learns Robbie was on the naughty list.  They all learn 

what it means to be in the holiday spirit. 

[Educational Message:  The holidays are about more than getting presents; they are about giving to 

one another, celebrating together and enjoying the holiday spirit.] 

 

Airdate: 12/20/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

SNOWMAN RESCUE [EPCT108H] 

Poppy and her friends are trying to sled but the snow is melting.  They try to have one quick ride to enjoy 

before it melts completely and the sledding season ends.  They decide to race on their sleds and find a 

melting snowman at the bottom of the hill.  Feeling sorry for him, they decide to take him to the North Pole 

to save him from melting into a puddle.  They take a sailing ship to make their special delivery and run into 

Egbert dressed as Frostbite.  They enlist his help but he crashes their boat into an iceberg.  Everyone sleds 

down the iceberg and asks a whale to help take them home leaving Mr. Snowman safely at his new home. 

[Educational Message: When its snowing you can play lots of winter games outside until the snow 

melts.] 
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YODEL MOUNTAIN [EPCT108H] 

Alma is showing everyone how she presses flowers to save for her collection.  One page is blank because 

she is missing the alpine honey blossom, which is very difficult to find.  Poppy suggests taking a mountain 

adventure to retrieve the flower.  They travel as far as possible on train and then climb the rest of the 

mountain on foot.  When Alma finally finds it, she sees that there is only one left and believes it is far too 

precious to pick so she decides to draw it instead.  While she is working on the picture, Egbert arrives 

dressed as Ludwig the Yodel King but the sound of his voice causes an avalanche.  Poppy and her friends 

head inside a cave for safety but find a sleeping bear.  They discover Mulligan the bear has a garden of 

Alpine honey blossoms and gives Alma one of her very own. 

[Educational Message: By working together, the friends are able to discover new things.] 

 

Airdate: 12/20/2014 

Time: 9:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

A FRIEND AT THE HOSPITAL [ENAD116DH] 

Megan and Gio’s neighbor Owen is in the hospital after an operation.  They want to make something to 

cheer him up.  They brainstorm together to make cupcake paper flowers and fresh fruit flowers.  Sean and 

Noodle make the fresh fruit flowers using cookie cutters while the kids collect items to make the cupcake 

paper flowers.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang makes some ―grub‖ for cowboys – 

lasso lasagna.  The kids make the cupcake paper flowers using branches from their yard and take the craft 

and the fruit treat to share with Owen and cheer him up. 

[Educational Message:  A friend can cheer someone up and make them feel better by making a gift 

that is a reminder of home, and also making special healthy treats to show how much they care.] 

 

BIRDS IN MY BACKYARD [ENAD116DH] 

Isabella and her neighbors Olivia and Jaylan want to feed the birds in their neighborhood.  They brainstorm 

together to make oat and seed feeders using recycled containers and decide to design a house to keep the 

food dry in case it rains.  Sean and Noodle make the seed feeders.  In Doggity’s animation imagination 

segment the gang makes frozen banana pops for hungry monkeys.  The kids make the birdhouses using 

recycled containers and twigs.  They hang the feeders in their backyards for the birds in their neighborhood 

to enjoy! 

[Educational Message:  You can make bird feeders to hang up in your yard using recycled items and 

bird seed feeders you create in the kitchen.] 
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Airdate: 12/27/2014 

Time: 10:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

ASTROBLAST 

DON’T FEAR THE SURFBOARD [EATB113DH] 
Laney from Planet Michu calls The Frosty Star with a rush order of 50 smoothies. Haley makes the delivery, 

but uncharacteristically, arrived late.  She was so embarrassed by her tardiness she decides not to make any 

more deliveries. The Astroblast crew tries to help Haley get her confidence back, but fail. Sal tells Haley 

that everyone makes a mistake once in a while. Laney calls again needing 50 more smoothies and Radar 

elects to make the delivery. Laney asks why Haley can’t deliver them and she tells Laney about her sense of 

failure for being late.  Laney tells her that even though she was late, she got there with the smoothies and 

that’s what counts. Haley makes the deliveries and gains back her confidence. 

[Educational Message: Everyone makes mistakes and we should learn from our failures by continuing 

to work and try to better the next time.] 

 

CLEAN MACHINE [EATB113DH] 
Sal invents The Intergalactive Wash-a-Tron 3000 to help keep The Space Station clean. He shows Comet 

how to use it, but tells him it’s not finished, so no one should touch it. The crew is excited to use it and asks 

Comet if he would show them. Comet does, but the Wash-a-Tron starts to clean everything in sight. Sputnik 

suggests calling Sal, but Comet tells her that Sal will be really mad. Comet tries to figure out how to stop 

the Wash-a Tron on his own, but breaks it instead. Sal returns and Comet confesses that he broke the Wash-

a-Tron and apologizes. 

[Educational Message: If you’ve been told not to do tamper with someone else’s equipment,  don’t let 

your peers influence you to use the equipment without permission. Your inexperience may result in a 

mistake that breaks or damages the equipment.] 

 

Airdate: 12/27/2014 

Time: 10:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

THE CHICA SHOW 

COMMANDER CHICA LIFTS OFF [ETSC105DH] 

Chica wants to go to outer space but she’s also worried about making the journey because she’ll get 

homesick and lonely.  Kelly suggests she take something special on her journey, but Chica fills her 

homemade spaceship full of so much stuff she can’t get in the spaceship. She narrows her choice and Kelly 

and Chica depart with Stitches as the pilot.  They meet Lunar (Bunji), commander of the Moon and play 

ball.  Lunar shows Chica how she can still see ―home‖ from the moon and that is why travel is important.  

You can learn to see things differently.  They play a few games together and head home for more fun.  

[Educational Message:  If traveling far from home, enjoy the adventure of being in new places and 

you can take something familiar with you if it helps to keep you happy when you are away.]   
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CHICA THE ARTIST [ETSC105DH] 

A father and son come into the store and want an artist’s costume.  When the father shows his son’s 

beautiful painting, Chica is prompted to share her picture of a cow. Kelly doesn’t realize it’s a cow, nor does 

she lavish as much attention on Chica’s picture, which makes Chica feel less confident about her work.  On 

their fantasy adventure, Chica, Kelly, Stitches and Bunji go to a museum where Stitches and Bunji pose for 

Chica next to a bowl of fruit and vegetables for a painting. Kelly (as Lavender Lilac) is an art patron who 

delights in Chica’s work and purchases her Still Life.  When they return to the store, Chica is confident 

enough to gives Kelly a drawing she made of Bunji and Kelly notices something special; Chica’s special 

signature of polka dots.   

[Educational Message: Being a good artist is about enjoying the process of expressing your vision and 

feelings through painting and drawing. Develop your own style because your vision is what’s most 

important.] 

 
Airdate: 12/27/2014 

Time: 11:00AM 

Duration: 30:00 

TREE FU TOM 

DON’T GO GLOWY [ETFT211DH] 

Ariela’s new dog Glowy, is great for finding bubble roots but she cannot be allowed to chew them because 

they will turn her into a Grimel—a monstrous large hound.  Since Glowy wasn’t successful at finding a root 

on her first 2 tries, Tom wants to try something different – his Big World Magic.  Ariela is set in her ways 

and she does not want to try any of Tom’s Magic so they start a competition to see who will be most 

successful at unearthing a bubble root.  While Tom and Glowy seem to arrive at a bubble root in equal time, 

Glowy’s unpredictable behavior creates big problems (from cliff hanging jeopardy for both Ariela and the 

Dog, to Glowy eating the root and turning into the monster Ariela feared).   Tom’s magic does save the day 

And Ariela agrees that it’s okay to try something new once in a while. 

[Educational Message:  Sometimes doing things the same old way is not best; it’s good to try 

something new if the old way is not likely to work.] 

 

Airdate: 12/27/2014 

Time: 11:30AM 

Duration: 30:00 

LAZY TOWN 

THE LAZIEST TOWN [ELZT116H] 

Uncle Milford realizes the energy level in Lazy Town is down when Robbie Rotten serves up endless ice 

cream.  The friends jog, run in place, do push-ups, elliptical, bicycle, ski, and find lots of healthy activities 

to do to keep the energy up.  Stephanie helps Ms. Busybody workout by finding something that she loves to 

do.  Robbie Rotten wants Lazy Town to be the laziest town ever, but in an ironic turn of events, his 

celebratory dance when the crew is about to lose because the energy meter hasn’t risen leads the town to 

succeed in their exercise and energy goals! 

[Educational Message:  It is important for people and communities to be healthy and active, and 

friends can help each other find those exercises and activities that they enjoy.] 
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Airdate: 12/27/2014 

Time: 12:00PM 

Duration: 30:00 

POPPY CAT 

CHILLY HILLS [EPCT113H] 

Zuzu has a new toboggan to play with but there are no hills for sledding.  Poppy suggests going to Chilly 

Hills for the best sledding.  On the way, they discover Alfie the polar bear hiding on their camper van. 

Poppy invites Alfie to continue with them on their sledding adventure. Egbert arrives and pulls the camper 

van over.  During all the commotion, Alfie runs away so Poppy and her friends go off to find him. Alfie tells 

them that he ran away from home because his dad was angry with him.  They help Alfie find his dad and he 

shows them their special sledding place to enjoy a day of fun on the toboggan. 

[Educational Message: When you have an argument with your parents never run away from home. 

Try to talk to your parents and straighten things out.] 

 

ROYAL TOAD [EPCT113H] 

It’s ―Do Something Nice for Owl Day‖ and Poppy Cat and Mo are painting his portrait in celebration.  Alma 

arrives with Siesel the Royal Toad who was on his way to a royal wedding and lost his way.  The group 

promises to help him find his way to the wedding but Egbert persuades them to let him drive their carriage 

and breaks it.  In despair, Siesel confesses that he is the one actually getting married and that he is 

embarrassed he cannot find his way.  Poppy and her friends follow the sound of a wedding in the forest and 

bring Siesel to the altar just in time.  Siesel asks Owl to sing during the wedding much to his delight and the 

friends return home in a fancy royal coach. 

[Educational Message: When you are lost, ask for directions to help find your way’ and don’t be 

embarrassed about it. People get lost all the time.] 

 

Airdate: 12/27/2014 

Time: 12:30PM 

Duration: 30:00 

NOODLE AND DOODLE 

CHEER UP [ENAD118DH] 

Schaffer hasn’t been sleeping well and it makes him grouchy, he and his sister want to make something to 

cheer him up.  They brainstorm making orange gelatin smiles and dream catchers using an orange net bag 

decorated with items found around the house.  Sean and Noodle work together in the kitchen to make the 

orange smiles.  In Doggity’s animation imagination segment the gang prepares a royal omelet for a king and 

queen.  The kids arrive and make the dream catchers with Sean.  They take the smiles to enjoy together and 

cheer up Schaffer with the dream catcher. 

[Educational Message:  If you are having an issue (like not sleeping well and being grumpy), you can 

approach it creatively and be positive with a nice treat and a craft designed to address the issue.] 
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DANCE LESSON [ENAD118DH] 

Devin, Kami, and Annie are dancers and want something twirly to dance with.  They brainstorm twirly 

dancing wands using household items; and a twirly treat for everyone after the recital.  Sean and Noodle 

create the berry twirls in the kitchen while the kids gather the items for the wands.  In Doggity’s animation 

imagination segment the gang makes a spinning spinach salad tutu for hungry ballerinas.  The kids arrive 

and create the twirling dance wands using recycled cardboard rolls, foil, and ribbon.  They take the berry 

twirls and wands to the recital so they can enjoy using them together.   

[Educational Message:  You can make a special craft, like a twirly ribbon wand, to enjoy the special 

activities that you love.] 
 

For 4th Quarter 2014 
 

OTHER PROGRAMMING FURNISHED BY THE NBC NETWORK THAT CONTRIBUTES, AS PART OF NBC’s 
OVERALL PROGRAMMING, TO SERVE THE EDUCATIONAL AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS OF CHILDREN 
16 AND UNDER 

 
October - December, 2014 

 
THERE WAS NO OTHER PROGRAMMING FOR 3RD QUARTER 2014 THAT CONTRIBUTED, AS PART 
OF NBC’S OVERALL PROGRAMMING, TO SERVE THE EDUCATION AND INFORMATIONAL NEEDS 
OF CHILDREN 16 AND UNDER. 
 

4th Quarter 2014 PSAs 
 

NETWORK PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE OCTOBER 2014 
  

      AIR DATE SHOW NAME HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID PRODUCT TITLE 

10/4/2014 NOODLE 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/4/2014 FD2 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/4/2014 CHICA 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/4/2014 CHICA 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/4/2014 TREE FU TOM 11:26:51 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/4/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:56:00 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/4/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:56:15 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/4/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/4/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/8/2014 FD1 MONEY AN 3:51:29 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

10/11/2014 FD2 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/11/2014 CHICA 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/11/2014 CHICA 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/11/2014 TREE FU TOM 11:26:51 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/11/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:55:08 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/11/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:55:23 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/11/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/11/2014 NOODLE 12:56:57 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/11/2014 NOODLE 12:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/12/2014 MTP AN 03:53:04 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TOM BROKAW/EDUCATION 

10/18/2014 NOODLE 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/18/2014 FD2 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/18/2014 CHICA 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/18/2014 CHICA 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/18/2014 TREE FU TOM 11:26:51 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
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10/18/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:56:14 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/18/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:56:29 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/18/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/18/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/19/2014 FD1 MTP 9:53:08 0:15 ZNBCMC4141H TMYK TMYK NANCY SNYDERMAN 

10/22/2014 FD1 MONEY AN 3:48:53 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

10/25/2014 NOODLE 9:56:57 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/25/2014 NOODLE 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/25/2014 FD2 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/25/2014 CHICA 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/25/2014 CHICA 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/25/2014 TREE FU TOM 11:26:50 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/25/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:53:17 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

10/25/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:53:32 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

10/25/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

10/26/2014 FD1 MTP AN 3:51:46 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TOM BROKAW/EDUCATION 

 
 

 
NETWORK PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE NOVEMBER 2014 

  

      SHOW NAME AIR DATE HIT TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID PRODUCT TITLE 

FD2 ASTROBLAST 11/1/2014 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

CHICA 11/1/2014 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

CHICA 11/1/2014 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

TREE FU TOM 11/1/2014 11:26:51 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

LAZYTOWN 11/1/2014 11:56:30 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

LAZYTOWN 11/1/2014 11:56:45 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

POPPY CAT 11/1/2014 12:26:27 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

POPPY CAT 11/1/2014 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

NOODLE 11/1/2014 12:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

FD1 MONEY AN 11/5/2014 3:51:24 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

NOODLE 11/8/2014 9:56:57 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

NOODLE 11/8/2014 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

FD2 ASTROBLAST 11/8/2014 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

CHICA 11/8/2014 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

CHICA 11/8/2014 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

TREE FU TOM 11/8/2014 11:26:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

LAZYTOWN 11/8/2014 11:56:14 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

LAZYTOWN 11/8/2014 11:56:29 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

POPPY CAT 11/8/2014 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

FD1 MTP AN 11/9/2014 03:49:28 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TOM BROKAW/EDUCATION 

FD1 MONEY AN 11/12/2014 3:48:42 0:15 ZNBC4171H TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 

FD2 ASTROBLAST 11/15/2014 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

CHICA 11/15/2014 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

CHICA 11/15/2014 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

TREE FU TOM 11/15/2014 11:26:50 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

LAZYTOWN 11/15/2014 11:56:34 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

LAZYTOWN 11/15/2014 11:56:49 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

POPPY CAT 11/15/2014 12:26:27 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

POPPY CAT 11/15/2014 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

NOODLE 11/15/2014 12:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

FD1 MONEY AN 11/19/2014 3:48:35 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

NOODLE 11/22/2014 9:56:57 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

NOODLE 11/22/2014 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
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FD2 ASTROBLAST 11/22/2014 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

CHICA 11/22/2014 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

CHICA 11/22/2014 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

TREE FU TOM 11/22/2014 11:26:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

LAZYTOWN 11/22/2014 11:56:34 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

LAZYTOWN 11/22/2014 11:56:49 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

POPPY CAT 11/22/2014 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

FD1 MTP AN 11/23/2014 03:51:37 0:15 ZNBC4171H TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 

FD1 MONEY AN 11/26/2014 3:51:11 0:15 ZNBC4171H TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 

FD1 FR DATELINE 11/28/2014 20:10:58 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 

NOODLE 11/29/2014 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

FD2 ASTROBLAST 11/29/2014 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

CHICA 11/29/2014 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

CHICA 11/29/2014 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

TREE FU TOM 11/29/2014 11:26:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

LAZYTOWN 11/29/2014 11:56:22 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

LAZYTOWN 11/29/2014 11:56:37 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 

POPPY CAT 11/29/2014 12:26:27 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

POPPY CAT 11/29/2014 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 

 
NBC PUBLIC SERVICE SCHEDULE DECEMBER 2014 

    

       
AIR DATE SHOW NAME 

HIT 
TIME DURATION MATERIAL ID PRODUCT TITLE 

 12/3/2014 FD1 MONEY AN 3:49:42 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TMYK/TOM BROKAW-EDUCATION 
 12/5/2014 FD1 MURRAY CHRISTMAS 20:10:36 0:15 ZNBC4171H TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 
 12/6/2014 NOODLE 9:56:57 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/6/2014 NOODLE 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/6/2014 FD2 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/6/2014 CHICA 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/6/2014 CHICA 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/6/2014 TREE FU TOM 11:26:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/6/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:55:40 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/6/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:55:55 0:15 ZNBCMC4136 NBC NETWORK 
 12/6/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/7/2014 FD1 MTP AN 03:52:14 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK TOM BROKAW/EDUCATION 
 12/10/2014 FD1 MONEY AN 3:50:36 0:15 ZNBC4171H TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 
 12/13/2014 FD2 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/13/2014 CHICA 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/13/2014 CHICA 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/13/2014 TREE FU TOM 11:26:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/13/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:56:32 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/13/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:56:47 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/13/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:27 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/13/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/13/2014 NOODLE 12:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/17/2014 FD1 MONEY AN 3:48:27 0:15 ZNBC4167 NBC NETWORK 
 12/19/2014 FD1 CAUGHT ON CAMERA 20:51:47 0:15 ZNBC4171H TMYK TMYK/MATT LAUER/EDUCATION 
 12/20/2014 NOODLE 9:56:57 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/20/2014 NOODLE 9:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/20/2014 FD2 ASTROBLAST 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/20/2014 CHICA 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 

12/20/2014 CHICA 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/20/2014 TREE FU TOM 11:26:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 12/20/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:55:42 0:15 CNFT0046000H EXTERNAL PSA THIS IS A FOREST/AD COUNCIL 
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12/20/2014 LAZYTOWN 11:55:57 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK TMYK DOLVETT QUINCE/HEALTH 
 12/20/2014 POPPY CAT 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK TMYK S GUTHRIE/HEALTH 
 Sun 12/21/2014 Meet The Press 09:52:16 0:15 ZNBCMC4101H TMYK Matt Lauer/Digital Literacy 

 Sun 12/21/2014 Meet The Press AN 03:51:29 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK Tom Brokaw/Education 

 Tue 12/23/2014 Mad Money AN 03:51:38 0:15 ZNBC4171H TMYK Matt Lauer/Education 

 Sat 12/27/2014 WWE Tribute 08:36:11 0:15 ZNBC4167H TMYK Tom Brokaw/Education 

 Sat 12/27/2014 Astroblast 10:27:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK Dolvett Quince/Health 

 Sat 12/27/2014 The Chica Show 10:56:37 0:15 CNFT0046000H Ad Council PSA – This is A Forest 

 Sat 12/27/2014 The Chica Show 10:56:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK Savannah Guthrie/Health 

 Sat 12/27/2014 Tree Fu Tom 11:26:52 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK Dolvett Quince/Health 

 Sat 12/27/2014 Lazy Town 11:56:02 0:15 CNFT0046000H Ad Council PSA – This is A Forest 

 Sat 12/27/2014 Lazy Town 11:56:17 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK Savannah Guthrie/Health 

 Sat 12/27/2014 Poppy Cat 12:26:27 0:15 CNFT0046000H Ad Council PSA – This is A Forest 

 Sat 12/27/2014 Poppy Cat 12:26:42 0:15 ZNBCMC4136H TMYK Dolvett Quince/Health 

 Sat 12/27/2014 Noodle & Doodle 12:57:12 0:15 ZNBCMC4139H TMYK Savannah Guthrie/Health 

  

NBC NETWORK NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS 
 

October - December, 2014 
 

NBCUniversal’s The More You Know website: 
 
Since 1989, The More You Know has brought the nation’s most important social issues to the forefront, 
and remains a trusted voice for sharing knowledge to improve lives and inspire action. The More You 
Know’s comprehensive website (themoreyouknow.com) includes in-depth resource and referral 
information on the campaign’s important focus issues including:  

 HEALTH – fighting childhood obesity, encouraging nutrition and physical fitness 

 ENVIRONMENT – encouraging everyday actions that reduce environmental impact 

 EDUCATION – recruiting new teachers and promoting their long-lasting impact   

 DIGITAL LITERACY & INTERNET SAFETY - sharing online safety tips and information   

 DIVERSITY – embracing differences and promoting inclusion, tolerance and respect  

 

Also featured on site is The More You Know Learning series’ Growing Up Online, a free eBook on digital 

literacy and Internet Safety. Growing Up Online is an important tool to initiate conversation with children 

about online safety.  The eBook is a media-rich, two-part learning resource that provides easy-to-use 

information about navigating the digital world in a unique and engaging way. Part one includes safety tips, 

discussion questions and key takeaways for parents and teachers. Part two features four entertaining 

video comic books for children, focused on real situations that come up when kids go online.  

Additional content on the site includes public service announcements, behind-the-scenes videos, a general 
overview, a talent directory, and a list of the campaign’s accolades such as the prestigious Emmy and 
Peabody awards. 
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4th Quarter 2014 Promos 

 

CHILDREN'S TELEVISION REPORT -  2014  Q4 

Day Air Date Time Network Show Title Promo Id Promo Title Type Hit Time 

FRI 10/03/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:46AM 

FRI 10/03/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:28PM 

FRI 10/10/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:49AM 

FRI 10/10/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:19PM 

FRI 10/17/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:46AM 

FRI 10/17/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:24PM 

FRI 10/24/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:46AM 

FRI 10/24/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:28PM 

FRI 10/31/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:36AM 

FRI 10/31/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:26PM 

FRI 11/07/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:49AM 

FRI 11/07/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:26PM 

FRI 11/14/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:49AM 

FRI 11/14/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:27PM 

FRI 11/21/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:48AM 

FRI 11/21/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:26PM 

FRI 11/28/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:48AM 

FRI 12/05/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:48AM 

FRI 12/05/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:25PM 

FRI 12/12/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:48AM 

FRI 12/12/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:26PM 

FRI 12/19/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:46AM 

FRI 12/19/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:26PM 

FRI 12/26/2014 11:00AM NBC TODAY SHOW III 010G328NBK110 
NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 10:47AM 

FRI 12/26/2014 01:00PM NBC 
DAYS OF OUR 
LIVES 010G328NBK110 

NBC KIDS 
GENERIC Promo 01:26PM 
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